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 i 
Foreword 
I have been working for the British Geological Survey for the past twenty one years. Before this 
appointment I worked for NCB/ British Coal for thirty one years as a mining surveyor and 
subsidence engineer in all areas of the Scottish Coalfield. 
 
This report details the correlation of the coals in the Scottish Coalfield, a task never  completed 
before due to the complexity of the areas and the various coal seam names.  
I have tried to record and correlate all the different seam names, known correlations and aliases 
for coal seams. This information was collected from documents completed by BGS palaeontology, 
BGS reports and memoirs and other external coal publications as show below, plus my own 
personal knowledge within the Scottish Coalfields.  
It includes the Sanquhar coalfield but does not take into consideration coalfields at Machrihanish, 
Brora and a few other isolated small coalfields. 
 
The spreadsheet attached was created to give a base for future discussion as it is only one person's 
interpretation from the examined data. 
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1 Introduction 
This report correlates the coals in the Scottish Coalfield and provides a key by which local coals, 
and their local names, can be fitted in to the BGS Carboniferous Stratigraphy. It attempts to collect 
together all the various seam names, correlations and aliases for coal seams. This information was 
collected from documents completed by BGS palaeontology, BGS reports and memoirs, 
NCB/British Coal sections, other external coal publications plus my own personal knowledge 
within the Scottish Coalfields.  
 
It includes the Sanquhar coalfield but does not take into consideration coalfields at Machrihanish, 
Brora and a few other isolated small coalfields.  
 
The spreadsheet shows: 
1. An indication of where the coal seam name first originated. (they could also be within 
other sources) denoted by colour of lines round spreadsheet cells 
2. Speckled cells show correlations within areas. 
3. Solid lines round hatched or speckled boxes show known correlations whereas dashed 
line indicate possible correlations. 
4. Horizontal lines in cells show BGS correlation across different areas. 
5. Vertical lines in cells indicate NCB/Coal Authority correlations across areas. 
6. Cross hatching indicates agreement with BGS and NCB/Coal Authority correlations 
 
The spreadsheet was initially created to try to show where every coal seam name on any coal plan 
or publication was located within the geological strata for any area within the Scottish Coalfield 
(Figure 1). Correlations for the coal seams within the same area and in different areas were added 
later. As it was impossible to have headings for every area in Scotland, all the coal seam names in 
a column may not exist in the places listed at the heading as the seam names are merely within any 
location name in the headed areas. 
 
 
Figure 1 The Scottish Coalfields marked in yellow 
 
Other aliases may exist within the British Geological memoirs as only sections were used for this 
spreadsheet. Only the mine plans digitised to date were used and these are listed in appendix 1. 
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2 Method and Correlations  
The spreadsheet was created as part of the process of digitising abandonment coal plans in the 
Midland Valley of Scotland. The full Scottish Coal Seam Correlation spreadsheet was created 
from the individual coal field areas. The initial areas created were Ayrshire, Douglas, South 
Lanarkshire, West Central, Central, East Central (including West Lothian), Stirling/Clackmannan, 
Fife, Lothians and Sanquhar. Later they were further sub-divided into smaller areas to enable more 
localised names to be added.  
 
Any known correlation between seams in the various areas are coloured/hatched and shown in the 
index at the top of the sheet. Areas were then subdivided into smaller districts to establish more 
localised coal seam names. Each area was firstly created to show the name of the coal seams in 
order of sequence and establishing their position in the relevant geological formation. As some 
coal seams had different names within the same area these were added to the relevant cells within 
the spreadsheet and other additional local names for the same coal seams were added later. 
Distances between coal seams varied and cells within the spreadsheet were crossed out showing 
the narrowing of the strata between the seams.  
 
The spreadsheet has various stippled and hatched colouring to try to identify the known different 
correlations of the coal seams across the Scottish Coalfield. Some seam names do not have any 
stipple or hatched colouring correlation but are on the spreadsheet to show where they are in the 
geological sequence for a particular area. As the correlation process expanded it became too 
complicated to show areas of strata that did not exist between coal seams. The cells crossed out 
showing strata that did not exist were left on the spreadsheet. The correlation within areas were 
shown by stippling the cells the same colour which also identified the source. 
 
Seams correlated across different districts were shown colour hatched. Every cell with a coal seam 
name in it has a coloured border to show the origin of the name and these are shown in the index 
at the top of the spreadsheet. Some names were found in various sources and so the first origin for 
the name was used for the colour coding for the cell. Where additional coal seam information was 
known text was added to cells.  
 
Other boxes coloured yellow on the spreadsheet showed data about local coal seam conditions. 
Although they may not have colouring or hatching to show this coal seams with the same name on 
the same line in different areas on the same line correlate with each other. It should be noted that 
the spreadsheet only shows the order of the named coal seam in each column and does not refer to 
another coal seam on the same line unless the cell is stippled, hatched or has the same name. Some 
seam names do not have any stipple colour correlation but are on the spreadsheet to show where 
they are in the geological sequence for a particular area. Major coal seam names in one area often 
had different names in others.  
 
The spreadsheet for the areas were created using the following articles but not necessarily in the 
order shown:  
 
1. Peter Brand’s  ‘Stratigraphical palaeontology of the Westphalian of the Ayrshire Coalfield, 
Scotland’ for Ayrshire 
2. BGS sections in Geological new Sheet Memoirs for Irvine, Glasgow, Hamilton, Airdrie, 
Falkirk, Haddington and Greenock 
3. I H Forsyth report WA/93/51R for Glasgow 
4. Bulletins of the Geological Survey of Great Britain 
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5. BGS sections in Geological Memoirs (old) 
6. BGS sections in brief Sheet descriptions for Sheet 15W New Cumnock, Sheet 22E 
Kilmarnock and Sheet 40E Kirkcaldy 
7. Names from abandonment coal plans digitised by Bill McLean for BGS 
8. NCB/British Coal seam Correlations (including data from Bill McLean) 
9. 10k geological Keys 
10. Robert W Dron  ‘The coal-fields of Scotland’ 
The newer memoir information was always accepted before the older as more data would be 
available to establish the correlations. 
Only certain limestone bands were included in the spreadsheet. 
 
 
AYRSHIRE 
 
The Lower and Middle Coal Measures of Ayrshire were initially correlated using the seam names 
as in Brand (1983). Additional coals seam names were added using the new Geological Sheet 
Memoirs for Irvine 22W and Kilmarnock 22E and the brief sheet descriptions for New Cumnock 
15W and Kilmarnock 22E. The old British Geological Memoirs Ayrshire were checked and any 
additional coal seam names or aliases were added to the spreadsheet. Additional seam names were 
added from the various area correlations created by Bill McLean while digitising the Abandonment 
mine plans for projects within the BGS. Finally Bill McLean’s own local knowledge of coal seam 
names was added, any sections drawn up by NCB/British Coal and articles in the above mentioned 
list were checked. Some of the correlations on the NCB/British Coal sections do not agree with 
this spreadsheet as they were created before additional information became available 
 
The Cronberry Seven Foot correlation with the Dalmellington area differed from BGS and 
NCB/British Coal. The former correlated the Cronberry Seven Foot with the Minnivey of 
Dalmellington and NCB/British Coal with the Chalmerston. 
 
The correlation from BGS was accepted as it was obtained from Brand (1983). 
 
Douglas 
The correlation of Douglas Coalfield was drawn up initially using the Lumsden (1965; 1967a; 
1967b) and Lumsden et al. (1964). Sections of the area drawn up by BGS Memoirs were checked 
against the Bulletin correlation and any additional information was added. Finally data from 
digitisation of the abandonment coal plans of the area was added by Bill McLean. 
 
Sanquhar/Kirkconnel 
The Sanquhar Coalfield correlation was created using the BGS Geological Memoirs and 
Geological sections drawn up by NCB/British Coal. Additional correlations and seam names were 
added from Bill McLean’s local knowledge. There were differences between the BGS Geological 
Memoirs and the NCB/Coal Authority correlation with the Chalmerston Coal of Dalmellington. 
The Geological Memoirs correlated this seam with the Kirkconnel Splint whereas NCB/British 
Coal correlated it with the Daugh coal of Sanquhar. The Daugh correlation was taken as the BGS 
memoir was dated 1936 and the NCB/British Coal correlation was taken from data dated 1960/70s 
created by the NCB geologist. This data showed the Chalmerston Coal seam in the Middle Coal 
Measures and Kirkconnel Splint in the Lower Coal Measures. 
The location of the Swallowcraig Coal within the Lower Coal Measures was different in the BGS 
memoir and the NCB/Coal Authority sections. The BGS memoirs correlated them with the Beoch 
Musselband whereas NCB/British Coal had them much further down the LCMS below the horizon 
of the Pennyvenie Low Coking. Since there was no information on the NCB/Coal Authority 
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section to say where the Swallowcraig Coals position had come from the British Geological 
Memoir Correlation was accepted. 
 
 
Stirling/Clackmannan, South Lanarkshire, West Central, Central and East Central 
(including West Lothian) 
The Glasgow area correlation was initially created using Forsyth (1993) and other areas within the 
report checked with spreadsheet. 
The other areas were initially created using the available correlation from the digitisation of the 
abandonment Coal plans of the areas. Later information from the BGS Geological Memoirs were 
added with any seam correlations and the other data sources checked. 
 
Fife 
This area was first sub-divided into West, Central and East and then further divided into smaller 
more localised districts to enable the correlation to be more accurate. The already digitised coal 
plans, the Geological memoirs and a brief explanation of the geological map Sheet 40E Kirkcaldy’ 
were used to create an order of coal seams in the areas with their correlations. 
The coal seam correlations for the Neuk of Fife were created using Dron, R.W. (1902). 
 
 
 
Lothians (Mid and East) 
The Mid Lothian coals were first correlated using the abandonment coal mine plans which were 
digitised for a BGS project to identify the location of The Southern Uplands Fault within the area. 
The BGS memoirs were then checked to see if any information was needed to be amended or 
added. 
 
The new Sheet memoir correlation of the Limestone Coal Group from Newtongrange to Wallyford 
was accepted as it differed from the old Geological memoir. 
 
The East Lothian coal seam correlations were started using the above mentioned BGS project and 
this data was checked against the new Haddington Geological memoir and the older memoirs for 
the area. 
 
Central East Central Fife Lothians
Sanquhar New Cumnock Dalmellington Dailly Ayr Kilmarnock North Ayrshire Galston Lugar Cronberry Muirkirk Glenbuck Kennox/Glespin Douglas (Ponfeigh) Douglas Castle Coalburn Lesmahagow/ Auchlochan East Kilbride Strathaven Quarter/ Hamilton Morningside/ Carluke Newmains Shotts/Wilsontown
Renfrew/Johnstone/ 
Paisley/Barrhead Giffnock/ Cowglen Glasgow Cadder/ Torrance Kirkintilloch Kilsyth/Twechar North Lanarkshire Coatbridge Banknock/Coneypark Dennyloanhead Slamannan Falkirk/ Grangemouth Bo'ness/ Linlithgow Bathgate/Armadale Stirling
Coneypark [West 
Stirling?] Alloa Clackmannan, Kincardine Dollar Blairhall Valleyfield (Torry) Comrie, Saline Muircockhall/ Dunfermline
Lindsay, Kelty, Benarty, 
Blairenbathie Fordell
Mossbeath, 
Cowdenbeath Dora
Jenny Gray, Lochgelly 
(Nellie), Glencraig, 
Minto
Bowhill, Lady Helen Kinglassie, Westfield, Cardenden
Frances, Seafield, 
Michael Wellesley, Cameron, Methil
Elie, Lundin, St 
Monans Ceres, Penicuik
Newcraighall, 
Woolmet Dalkeith, Cowdenfoot
Burghlee, Bilston Glen, 
Ramsay, Roslin
Arniston, 
Easthouses, Lady 
Victoria, Lingerwood
Monktonhall Carberry Prestonpans Prestonlinks, Meadowmill
Bellyford, 
Fleets,Oxenford, 
Winton, Glencairn
Moat
Upper Rigfoot
Middle Rigfoot
Lower Rigfoot
Burnfoot Bridge
Boigside Ell or Little Cannel Craigmark BBI and Coal Avonbrae Coal Group [local]
Upper Upper
Lime, Lanemark Splint or Upper 
Ell Upper Ell Upper Ell Kilmarnock Diamond Upper Ell
Jewel (Upper Upper?)
Moss or Lodgement Lodgement Lodgement Kilmarnock Jewel (Stranger) Chapelhill Sourmilk Palececraig [East Glasgow] Palacecraig BBI Palacecraig BBI/Coal Glencraig Pilkembare Upper [wrongly named]
Palacecraig Ironstone/Coal Palacecraig - South of Airdrie
Glencraig Pilkembare Lower 
[wrongly named] Craw (56m above MUS in Wellington Pit
Upper [Lanemark] Gas, Big or 
Ell Ell
Ell, Main or 
Crawfordston
McNaught or Templeton Three-
quarter Bowbrig or McNaught [Irvine] McNaught Ell Ell Cumnock Ell Upper of Merryton Glasgow Upper
Glasgow Upper 
(impersistent)
Upper of Glasgow/Salsburgh or 
Wandering Glasgow Upper, Upper Ell or Wandering
Glasgow Upper,Mossdale, Wanderingor, 
No.1 seam in Rutherglen, Upper Ell or 
Soft at Wellshot
Glasgow Upper Glasgow Upper,Mossdale, or Wandering Two Foot Glasgow Upper? Two Foot Two Foot Pilkembare or Frances Wall Pilkembare (Upper) Clayknowes Clayknowes Clayknowes [Musselburgh offshore] Clayknowes
Upper Two Foot Sub-Ell Low Ell Gas McNaught Lower Leaf or Bottom Coal Burnbank Jewel or Ground  Lower Ell  Lower Ell Pilkembare Lower
Cairnie or Edmonstone 4ft (3m above 
MUS)
Lower Two Foot Splint Splint Splint
Calmstone Five Foot, Lower Cannel, Main or Boig/Lower Gas Sillyhole Main
Crawfordstone or 
Soft Tourha or Fortacres Seven-quarter Tourha [Irvine] - thin or Gas Tourha [Towerhall] Lugar Main Lugar Main
Lugar Main Ell Index Ell Index [Morningside] Ell Index Ell Index Ell Index Ell Index Ell Index Michael Wall Wall Lundin Wall
At Elderwood the Ell Coal splits into 
the Head, Top and Brassy Coals Upper Ell or Dalserf Upper
Upper Ell [Maggie - 
South of Airdrie] Upper Ell of Salsburgh Upper Ell or Maggie Maggie or Upper Ell Yard Upper Three Foot Upper Three Foot or Yard
Barncraig or Leven Eight 
Foot Barncraig Lundin  Barncraig
Twenty Inch Eight Foot, Major, Bank or Pathhead Splint Three Dirt or Major Major or [Caprington Firer or Ell] Major or Crawford Major Thirty Inch Thirty Inch Ell [earlier known as Women's Coal] Soft or Lower Ell Glasgow Ell Lower Ell of Salsburgh Glasgow Ell
Glasgow Ell, Rough Ell or No.2 seam in 
Rutherglen Lower Ell Lower Ell or Glasgow Ell Big Soft local Ell [No.1] Forty Inch
Coneypark Thick (No. 1) or 
Pyotshaw Three Foot
Lower Three Foot, Forty Inch or 
Smithy Barncraig Under
Three Dirt Three Dirt Three Dirt Lower Ell
Finnie's Main+Blind = Five 
Quarter Musselband Musselband Soft [No.2]
Three Foot or Lairds Diamond or Major Diamond or Upper Diamond
Finnie's Main, [Blind Coal in parts] 
Splint, Five Quarter or Darroch [or 
Durroch] )
( Finnie's Main= ] Annandale 
Main, Darroch, Bird, Splint or 
Five Quarter
Darroch or Stone Upper Diamond or Mauchline Major Pyotshaw Pyotshaw Pyotshaw of Salsburgh ( Pyotshaw Pyotshaw Pyotshaw Pyotshaw or Coneypark Thick
Pyotshaw [No.3] also locally named 
Splint Upper Five Foot Upper Five Foot Upper Five Foot Coxtool or Leven Six Foot (Upper) Coxtool
Lundin Upper 
Coxtool Rough Rough Musselburgh Rough
Finnies Main splits into Darroch 
[Stone] and Whistler North of 
Kilmarnock
No. 5 Coal : upper leaf = Humph or 
Splint, lower leaf = Splint or Virgin
Humph and Steel sometimes = 
Hard or Main
Six Foot Coal devides into 
Upper and Lower Coxtool
the Musselburgh Rough was sometimes 
mistakenly identified as the Musselburgh 
Jewel in the Musselburgh area
Pyotshaw+Glasgow 
Main
Glasgow Main of Salburgh or 
Main+Pyotshaw Pyotshaw+Main or Nine Foot
Glasgow Main, Rough Main or No.3 seam 
in Rutherglen Glasgow Main Glasgow Main Glasgow/Coneypark Main Hard or Main [No.4] Pyotshaw+Main Four Foot Main [No.3] Devon Four Foot Four Foot Michael Lower Coxtool Lower Coxtool
Lundin Lower 
Coxtool
Glasgow Main Under Glasgow Main Under ) Glasgow Main Under Glasgow Main Under Glasgow Main Under? [thin] Glasgow Main Under?
Humph Rider Humph Rider Humph Rider or BBI Humph Rider Humph Rider?[thin] Humph Rider 
Four Foot or Creoch Lower Diamond Whistler Whistler Wee, Diamond or Virgin [sometimes called Darroch] Major or Diamond
Major Dunglass Dunglass Humph Humph [thin] Humph ( Humph Humph Humph or No.4 seam in Rutherglen Humph Humph Humph Humph? [thin] or Splint Humph Diamond Humph [No.4] Diamond Diamond
Steel Steel - [Lower Leaf of Humph]
Diamond Chalmerston Jewel or Claud Linn Bed Linn Bed Linn Bed Claud or Mauchline Jewel Wellwood Three Foot Claud Humph 20 inch 20 inch
Gipsy Jewel Jewel Jewel Upper Den Michael/Upper Den Den Lundin Den
Splint Parrot or Splint Parrot or Splint Castle Lower Den Lower Den Beefie Beefie Beefie
Sanquhar Parrot Musselband Minnivey Ayr Hard or Splint Turf or Hurlford Main Turf Hurlford Main, Big or Main Maid Wellwood Seven Foot Maid Seven Foot Seven Foot Seven Foot Splint or Splint+Virgin Splint (+Virgin ) Splint Splint Splint Glasgow Splint, Splint Ell or No.5 seam in Rutherglen Splint or Splint Ell Glasgow Splint Glasgow Splint
No. 5 Coal : upper leaf = Humph or 
Splint, lower leaf = Splint or Virgin
Splint (Greengairs and Longriggend 
areas) Splint Nine Foot Splint [No.5] Nine Foot Nine Foot at Ferryton Three Foot Chemiss or No.2 Mine Chemiss or Leven Main Chemiss Lundin Chemiss
Wee or Upper Wee Little, Wee or Upper Wee Hurlford Main = Splint/Parrot+ Turf+Little/Wee Low Maid Virgin or Sourmilk Virgin or Wee Virgin Virgin Virgin or Sourmilk
Virgin, Splint Main, Foot Main, Lower 
Main, Sour Milk or No.6 Seam at 
Rutherglen 
Virgin or Sourmilk Virgin Virgin Broomrigg Splint, Virgin or No.6 Sourmilk/Virgin (Greengairs and Longriggend areas) Virgin Virgin
Chemiss splits into Crow, Splint, Bink 
and Wee [Little Wee or Wee Splint] 
Coals in this area
Virgin Under or Sour Milk McNeish Diamond Diamond Diamond
Three Foot Three Foot Three Foot Musselband Musselband Coatbridge Musselband Musselband
Musselband Coatbridge Musselband Musselband Musselband Musselband Thin coal and Musselband Musselband (Greengairs and Longriggend areas) Coatbridge Musselband Musselband Musselband (No.6) McNeish McNeish Upper
Bush Bush Bush Upper Jewel
Blackband, Pathhead Soft or 3ft Sloanstone Airdrie Blackband Rider Airdrie Blackband Rider Airdrie Blackband Rider Airdrie Blackband Rider
Four Foot Four Foot Four Foot Blackband or Quarter Blackband Ironstone
Blackband or Quarter 
Blackband
Blackband Blackband Blackband or Airdrie Blackband Airdrie Blackband, Blackband or Mushet's Ironstone Airdrie Blackband Airdrie Blackband Airdrie Blackband Airdrie Blackband
Airdrie Blackband (Greengairs and 
Longriggend areas) Airdrie Blackband Blackband Airdrie Blackband Musselband Musselband Musselburgh Jewel Musselburgh Jewel Musselburgh Jewel or Inch at Danderhall Musselburgh Jewel
Frances Extra Extra Extra Golden Golden Golden
Broomrig Splint
Vanderbreckei 
Marine Band 
(base)
Vanderbreckei Marine 
Band (base) Shale [thin] (roof)? Queenslie Marine Band (base) Vanderbeckei Marine Band Vanderbeckei Marine Band Vanderbreckei Marine Band
Vanderbreckei 
Marine Band
Kirkconnel Splint Knockshinnoch 2' 3" or Pathhead 4'6" Pennyvenie 2' 3" Fifty Fathom
Fifty Fathom or Wellwood Four 
Foot Fifty  Fathom Nine Foot Nine Foot Nine Foot Virtuewell Virtuewell
Airdrie Virtuewell or 
Wee Benhar or Virtuewell Airdrie Virtuewell
Airdrie Virtuewell, Benhar or Johnstone at 
Glentore Virtuewell or Johnstone Airdrie Virtuewell or Benhar
At Banknock Station Lady Ha' and 
Virtuewell  names have been reversed Virtuewell or Five Quarter [No.7] Airdrie Virtuewell or Johnstone
Airdrie/Grangemouth Virtuewell, 
Upper Diamond, Diamond or Falkirk 
Cockmalane or Wee
Ladyha' (No.7) Diamond or Virtuewell Benhar?
Bellside Ironstone? Bellside Ironstone Bellside Ironstone, mined as Ladygrange in some areas
Bellside [possible correlation with Lady 
Ha' - North Ayrshire], worked as 
Virtuewell in some areas
Bellside Ironstone Bellside Ironstone and Coal Banknock Virtuewell Bellside Coal Bellside Ironstone and Coal Kinnaird House
Knockshinnoch 2' 7" Pennyvenie 2' 7" Ladyha' Davis or Ladyha [possible correlation with Bellside Coal] Forty Fathom Forty Fathom Forty Fathom
Kennox Blackband or 
Three Foot Blackband Blackband
Ladygrange [thin] Ladygrange? Ladygrange Ladygrange Ladygrange Ladygrange, South Glasgow - Virtuewell Ladygrange Ladygrange Banknock Virtuewell or Five Quarter (No.8) ] Ladygrange or Jewel [No.8] Ladygrange Ladygrange or Lower Diamond Virtuewell or Five Quarter (No.8) Ladygrange Blackband (thin) Blackband or Upper Mosie Upper Mosie
Newton Wemyss 
Parrot Wemyss Parrot Wemyss Parrot
Knockshinnoch Wee High Camlarg Kinnaird House Dunmore Gedden Wood Wellsgreen Diamond Frances Wood or Michael Four Foot Wood or Pirnie Black Little Splint Little Splint or Dalkeith Upper Little Splint
Upper Dalkeith (Dalkeith 
Upper)
Dalkeith Upper or Little 
Splint Eskbank Little Splintor Dalkeith Upper Little Splint
( Knockshinnoch Mid Low Camlarg Plan BBI Plan BBI Thirty Six Fathom Thirty Six Fathom Thirty Six Fathom Stonehouse Musselband Rider Kiltongue Musselband Rider
Kiltongue Musselband 
Rider Kiltongue Musselband Rider Kiltongue Musselband Rider  Lower kinnaird Musselband Earls David's Parrot Earls David's Parrot Earls David's Parrot Earls David's Parrot Earls David's Parrot Cowpits Five Foot Dalkeith Under or Five Foot
Cowpits Five Foot or 
Graymechan
Cowpits Five 
Foot
Lower Dalkeith, or Dalkeith 
Under [thin]
Dalkeith Umder or Cowpits 
Five Foot Cowpits Five Foot or Dalkeith Under
Moses Upper Mosie
Southhook Ell or Ell Southhook Ell, Little Parrot or Lower Little  Ell (local) 
Kiltongue Musselband Ironstone and 
Shale
Kiltongue Musselband or Parrot 
Shale
Kiltongue Musselband 
Shale Kiltongue Musselband [Shale] Kiltongue Musselband and Parrot Kiltongue Musselband or Parrot Shale Kiltongue Musselband Ironstone Kiltongue Musselband+ Parrot Shale, No.9, Musselband or Carse
Banknock Shale [No.9] or Carron 
Two Foot Kiltongue Musselband
Kiltongue Musselband, Shale, 
Carron Two Foot, Thin, or Miller Coal Mosie Shale (No.9)
Coal Moses/Mosie, Carron Two 
Foot or Dunmore Kerse or Carse Carron Two Foot or Coal Mosie
Coal Mosie of Ferryton or Two 
Foot
Two Foot or 
Coal Mosie Bowhouse Bowhouse Bowhouse Bowhouse Quarry Quarry Quarry Quarry Quarry Quarry Quarry
Little Splint Top Splint or Mosie of Whinhall Top, Little/Upper Splint, Variable or Devon/Hawkhill Mosie
Irvine/Kilwinning Ell [possible 
correlation with Kiltongue] Kennox Virtuewell Virtuewell Kennox Virtuewell Stonehouse Kiltongue
Kiltongue [Kiltongue replaced locally 
at Motherwell by the Kennelburn 
BBI]
( Kiltongue or ) Kennelburn Kiltongue Kiltongue, Calderbraes or Kennelburn Ironstone
Banknock Main, No.10, Splint, Gas or 
Kiltongue
Banknock Main, Crow Kiltongue or 
No.10 Kiltongue or Longriggend Splint
Kiltongue, [thin] Crow, Craw, Gas or 
Sulphur Alloa Cherry or Craw Kiltongue (No.10)
Dunmore Main, Crow [in certain 
places] or Old Main Cherry or Three Foot ) Rough
Alloa Cherry, Crow or Lower Five 
Foot
Three Foot 
Rough or 
Cherry
Branxton Branxton Branxton or Brankstone Branxton
Jewel Jewel Jewel Lower, Under or Little Kiltongue or Jewel
Stonehouse Lower Kiltongue, 
Dross or Larkhall Jewel Larkhall Jewel
Kiltongue worked as Virtuewell at 
Lethamhill, Hogganfield and Gartcraig Lower Kiltongue or Larkhall Jewel Larkhall Jewel Miller (local) Lower Kiltongue
Lower Five Foot = Little 
Splint+Alloa Cherry Little Splint
Lower Five Foot = Little 
Splint+Alloa Cherry
Geengairs Lime Lime Ell, No.11, Lower Splint, Lower Kiltongue or Pavement
Ell, Pavement, Little/Lower Splint, 
No.11 or Blackband
Drumbowie Gas, Lime, Gas at 
Avonbridge or Lower Kiltongue
Dennyloanhead Little/ Lower Splint 
or Blackband (bottom leaf of 
Kiltongue)
Avonbridge Gas No.11, Bottom or Thin Lime [thin]
Swallowcraigs 
Coals ) ( Knockshinnoch Index Beoch Musselband Beoch Musselband Musselband
Wellwood Five Foot or 
Cronberry Musselband Musselband Kennox Musselband Musselband Kennox Musselband
Stonehouse incorrectly 
named Lower 
Drumgray
Upper Drumgray, (Hamilton 
Kiltongue is often the Upper 
Drumgray)
Shotts Furnace, Ball, Castlehill 
Two Foot or Upper Drumgray [at 
Morningside wrongly worked as 
the Kiltongue in some places]
Shotts Ball or Furnace 
[Upper Drumgray]
Shotts First/Furnace/Ball, Castlehill 
Two Foot or Upper Drumgray Upper Drumgray or Shotts Furnace
Upper Drumgray [Upper Drumgray 
worked as Kiltongue, Under Kiltongue and 
Lower Kiltongue in the Hamilton area]
Upper Drumgray or Shotts Furnace Upper Drumgray Dirt, No.12, Splint or Hard Carron Main, Dirt, Upper Drumgray or No.12 Splint or Upper Drumgray
Slamannan Splint, Hard, Main, 
Carron Main or Upper Drumgray Splint or Upper Drumgray
Alloa Splint, Carron 
Main or New Main
Coxrod (No.12) or Upper 
Drumgray
Carron/New Main or Upper 
Drumgray
Alloa Splint, Four Foot of Dollar or 
Ellis of Blairingone Alloa Splint or Carron Main
Four Foot or 
Splint Coal 
[Ellis of 
Blairingone]
More More More More Furnace? Crow
Lower Musselband 
or Wee
Lower Musselband 
or Wee
Lower Musselband 
or Wee
Mid Mid Mid
Knockshinnoch High or Bonanza Pennyvenie High Coking Twenty Three Fathom Wellwood Six Foot Twenty three Fathom Kennox Kiltongue Kiltongue Kennox Kiltongue At Hamilton - Mid Drumgray
Castlehill Four Foot, Shotts 
Second, Shotts Laigh or Mid 
Drumgray = Lower Drumgray of 
Shawfield/Chapel Colliery
Mid Drumgray, 
Newmains Lower 
Drumgray or Four Foot
Middle Drumgray, Shotts Second or 
Shotts Low or Laigh Middle Drumgray or Shotts Laigh Mid Drumgray Mid Drumgray Mid Drumgray
Jewel, No.13 or incorrectly Lower 
Drumgray Mid, Middle Drumgray or No.13
Mid Drumgray or incorrectly Lower 
Drumgray
Mid [near Craigend only], Mid 
Drumgray (bottom leaf of Upper 
Drumgray), Quarry or Middle/Mid 
Splint of Carron
Mid Drumgray or Coxrod locally Mid Splint of Carron Coneypark Lower Drumgray [No.13] {Mid Drumgray?} Mid Splint or Mid Drumgray Laigh or Low?
Knockshinnock High + 
Pennyvenie Splint = 
Knockshinnoch Main
Lower Kiltongue Wee Wallsend Wallsend, Wee or Gas
Knockshinnoch Main or Splint Pennyvenie Splint Kilwinning Stone Little Parrot, Stevenson Second Parrot or Kilwinning Stone Twenty Fathom Twenty Fathom
Kennox Upper 
Drumgray
Kennox Upper 
Drumgray
Kennox Upper 
Drumgray
Lower Drumgray, Plotcock 
Ladygrange?, Lower Kiltongue or 
Jewel? [Lower Drumgray often 
worked as Upper Drumgray in the 
Hamilton area]
Lower Drumgray, Jewel or 
Shotts/Castlehill Smithy
Shotts Smithy [Lower 
Drumgray] Shotts Smithy or Lower Drumgray Lower Drumgray or Shotts Smithy
Lower Drumgray [Lower Drumgray 
worked as Upper Drumgray in the 
Hamilton area]
Lower Drumgray, Shotts Smithy or Coxrod Coxrod or Lower Drumgray Banknock Upper Drumgray, No.14, or Dirt Thin Coxrod or Lower Drumgray
Lower Drumgray, Upper Coxrod, 
Shotland (Reading), Smithy (Wester 
Glentore), Coxrod, Sour or Upper 
Soft
Lower Drumgray, Lower, Boghead 
Parrot or wrongly Shotts Gas in 
some areas
Wallsend or Upper 
Coxrod Coxrod (No.14) or Soft Carron Upper Coxrod
Diamond or 
Boreland Diamond or Mangie Boreland or Balgonie Splint
Frances Boreland, 
Randolph Diamond or 
Michael Mangie
Boreland, Mangie or Wellsgreen Three 
Foot
Upper Cannel or 
Smithy Glass or Grey Mecham Glass Whitehill Great Whitehill Great Glass
Pennyvenie Low 
Coking
Lower Little Parrot, Second 
Little or Kilwinning Lower Wee Seventeen Fathom Seventeen Fathom
Kennox Lower 
Drumgray
Kennox Lower 
Drumgray
Shotts Gas or Balmoral of 
Slammanan
Shotts Gas or Shettleston Upper 
Drumgray [incorrectly]
Shotts Gas, Greengairs Blacktongue or ) 
Balmoral of Slamannan ( Shotts Gas
Banknock Lower Drumgray/Coxrod or 
No.15
Mid or Lower Drumgray [No.15] or 
Coxrod of Carron
Balmoral of Slamannan, Greengairs 
Blacktongue or Shotts Gas
Shotts Gas, Low, Little or Lower 
Coxrod of Carron, Blacktongue or 
Balmoral Coal of Slamannan
Coxrod/Soft = Lower Drumgray or 
Grangemouth Upper Coxrod
Shotts Gas, Upper Cannel, Big 
Parrot or Rough Parrot
Low, Lower Coxrod, 
Lower Drumgray or 
Coalsnaughton Main
Airth Upper (No.1 Pit), Low Coal or 
Lower Coxrod
( Coalsnaughton Main or Hawkhill 
Splint
Coalsnaughton Main or Hawkhill 
Splint
Main or 
Seven Foot Cameron Upper Sandwell Salters Salters or Bams Salters Salters Whitehill Rough or Diamond
Whitehill Rough or 
Diamond Salters [thin]
Sandwell Boreland [Wrongly] Sandwell Lower Frances Sandwell or Michael Upper Sandwell Cameron Lower Sandwell
( Blacktongue Blacktongue Westfield No.1 Mine Westfield No.1 Mine
Shiels Shiels Shiels Shiels, Soft, No.16, or Hollandbush Splint Shiels Shiels or Airth Shellband Shellband Shiels Shellband Shellband Shellband Shellband Victory Sandwell [wrongly] Seafield Victory Frances Victory or Michael Lower Sandwell Victory
Creoch Thinacres Thinacres Smithy Mill or Greengairs Smithy Smithy Upper Mill
Dalmellington BBI Kilwinning Main ? Kilwinning Main Kilwinning Main Seven Fathom Seven Fathom Seven Fathom
Douglas Parrot or 
Shotts Gas [wrongly 
named]
Douglas Parrot or 
Shotts Gas [wrongly 
named]
Parrot Mill, Craignethan, Balmoral, or Wellbog
Mill, Clefted, Parrot or 
Craignethan Dross
Mill, Clefted or 
Balmoral
Mill, Clefted, Auchingane, Blackhall 
Parrot, Balmoral or Jenny Peat
Coatbridge Balmoral, Mill or Blackhall 
Parrot
Mill, Clefted, Coatbridge 
Balmoral+Balmoral Index Coatbridge Balmoral, Clefted or Mill
Coatbridge Balmoral, ) Clefted, 
Mill or Blackhall Parrot Third Drumgray, No.17 or Ball
Mill of Carron, Dennyloanhead Ball, 
No.17 or Third Drumgray
Mill, Greengairs Smithy, Coatbridge 
Balmoral or Auchingane
Mill of Carron/ Auchingane, 
Greengairs Smithy or Clefted Mill, Clefted or Auchingane Mill or Auchingane Mill Mill, Auchingane or Airth Ball
Mill, Mid Cherry, Tulliallan Splint or 
Parrot or Whitesink
Mill, Mid Cherry, Tulliallan Splint, 
Whitesink at Tulliallan,Clear or 
Corsehill Splint
Nine Foot Nine Foot or Barrs Nine Foot or Barrs Whitehill Splint Whitehill Splint Barrs Nine Foot
Knockshinnoch BBI Lugar BBI Blackband Ironstone Lugar BBI Splint Douglas Splint Splint
Some areas of Glasgow Coatbridge 
Balmoral incorrectly named Kiltongue, 
Lower Drumgray or Armadale Main
Coatbridge Balmoral = Upper 
Ball+Armadale Ball Low Mill or Lower Soft Bantaskine Coal and Ironstone Dysart Musselband
Under Main Tongue Douglas Main Main
Pathhead Gas/Soft Upper Ball Upper Ball Upper Ball Armadale Upper Ball
Castle Armadale Ball Armadale Ball Armadale Ball Armadale Ball Armadale Ball Armadale Ball or Brighton Main Brighton Main, Third Drumgray or Armadale Ball/Colinshields Brighton Main or Armadale Ball
Armadale Ball or Colinshields at 
Fauldhouse and Armadale Brighton Main
Armadale Ball, Brighton Main or 
Splint Brighhton Main Brighton Main [thin] ( Dysart Main Dysart Main Dysart Main Dysart Main (Upper Leaf) Dysart Main
Fifteen Foot or 
Monktonhall Ell Pinkie Three Foot Cowpits Three Foot Parrot Rough Parrot Rough  Fifteen Foot
Happendon Dysart Main (Lower Leaf) Dysart Main (Lower Leaf) Six Foot Cowpits Six Foot Whitehill Jewel Whitehill Jewel Jewel (lower part of Fifteen Foot)
Douglas Westfield Two Foot Westfield Two Foot Thief or Coronation Thief or Coronation
Poniel Wee Pit Wee Pit Myslen
Armadale Main Armadale Main Armadale Main Armadale Main Armadale Main Glenfuir of Carron Armadale Main Armadale Main, Gutterhole or Glenfuir of Carron Armadale Main or Glenfuir Armadale Main Glenfuir
Glenfuir, Airth Main, Gutterhole or 
Armadale Main
Ball, Glenfuir, Lower Splint or 
Hawkhill Main
Ball, Lower Splint, Hawkhill Main, 
Glenfuir, Kincardine Overton, 
Kirkburn or Clod
Pinkie Four Foot Pinkie Four Foot Pinkie Four Foot [very thin] Pinkie Four Foot Pinkie Four Foot
Carbellow Carbellow Harwood Band (coal) Sub-Glenfuir Under Glenfuir Under Glenfuir at Roughcastle Under Glenfuir Wee
Melville Group = coals from 
Seven Foot to Pinkie Four 
Foot
top leaf of Melville Group = 
Jenny Meggat
Colinburn Colinburn or Crofthead Colinburn or Crofthead Colinburn, Crofthead, Mill, Liquo or Duntilland Parrot at Salsburgh Colinburn? Crofthead or Colinburn Colinburn Colinburn or Highstone Colinburn or Highstone
Highstone, Colinburn or Conrod of 
Dunmore
Colinburn, Bowhouse Craw or 
Speckled Ball Colinburn or Craw on plan 13037 Colinburn Colinburn (Coxrod in Dunmore Pits)
Colinburn, Two Foot or Splint of 
Hawkhill
Hawkhill Two Foot Splint or 
Colinburn Lower Dysart Lower Dysart Lower Dysart or Seven Foot
Lower Dysart, Seven Foot 
or Lower Dysart Upper Leaf Lower Dysart Ceres Wee Pit Seven Foot Seven Foot ( Melville Group ) [thin coals]
Seven Foot 
[very thin] Melville Group Melville Group  Seven Foot Seven Foot
Boghead or Torbanehill Gas Lower Dysart Lower Leaf Ceres Goodall
Adamson Band 
(coal) Bonnyhill Craw Bonnyhill Craw Bonnyhil Craw Boghead Gas [Armadale] Bonnyhill Craw Bonnyhill Craw Bonnyhill Craw
Bonnyhill Craw, Soft, Sulphur, Mid, 
Bowhouse Main, Camelon 
Bandstone, Bowhouse Red and 
incorrecly Colinburn
Bowhouse Main, Sulphur or Stinking Bonnyhill Craw or Armadale Slatyband Bonnyhill Craw Bogside Ironstone and Coal Bogside Ironstone and Coal
Candie Sulphur ) Broom Coals? (somewhere in this strata)
Bowhouse Red )
Lowestone Lowestone or Stinking Lowestone Lowestone Lowestone or Armadale Stinking Lowestone or Camelon Ballstone Lowestone or Bowhouse ) Smithy ( Lowestone, Sulphur or Armadale Stinking Lowestone
Tait's Marine 
Band (base) Tait's Marine Band (base) Raise Coal [where present]
Raise Coal unconformity Porteous Band or unconformity Crookedstone Slatyband Ironstone Crofthead Slatyband Ironstone Crofthead Slatyband Ironstone Crofthead Slatyband Ironstone or coal Crofthead or Armadale Slatyband Ironstone or coal Glen
Crofthead Slatyband Ironstone or 
coal Auldshields Slatyband Ironstone
Crofthead Slatyband Ironstone or 
coal Armadale Slatyband Ironstone
Lowstone Marine 
Band (base) Crofthead Slatyband Ironstone Porteous Band
Glen Glen Glen
Bauxitic Clays Ayrshire Bauxitic Clay Member Ayrshire Bauxitic Clay Member Ayrshire Bauxitic Clay Member? Bowhousebog Thick Bowhousebog or Thick Bowhousebog Bowhousebog Bowhousebog Bowhousebog
Bowhousebog and Bonnybridge 
Upper Fireclay
Bowhousebog and Bonnybridge Upper 
Fireclay Bowhousebog Coal or Ironstone Bowhousebog or Coal Moses Lethamwell Lethamwell Lethamwell
Wild Coal [locally] Troon Volcanic Member? Troon Volcanic Member Thin in Larkhall/ Stonehouse area Skipperton Skipperton Skipperton Skipperton Skipperton Westfield Bogside Thick Extra Extra Extra [at Musselburgh]
Netherwood Top/Upper Netherwood Top/Upper Netherwood Top/Upper Netherwood Top/Upper Westfield Bogside Main
Netherwood Rider [thin] Netherwood Rider Netherwood Rider Westfield Thick
Manson Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Netherwood Westfield Shale
Netherwood Under Netherwood Under Netherwood Under Westfield Bottom Coal
? missing in Paisley Castlecary Limestone (top) Craigenbuck Limestone Castlecary Limestone (top) Castlecary Limestone (top) Levenseat Limestone
Levenseat 
Limestone
Navigation No.1 Plean Navigation or Plean No.1 No.1 Plean No. 1 Plean No.1 Plean No.1 Plean No.1 Plean Plean Carhurlie Allans
Calmy Limestone                     Blue Tour Limestone Calmy Limestone
Calmy or Gair 
Limestone Calmy or Gair Limestone Gair Limestone Calmy or Arden Limestone Garnkirk Limestone (top) Calmy Limestone Dykeneuk Limestone Jenny Pate Limestone Calmy Limestone
Jenny Pate Limestone No. 5 Limestone Calmy Limestone
Broadlie Bluetour Bluetour Gill Gill or Upper hirst Hirst [thin] Arden Limestone and Coal Upper Arden or Shirva Upper Hirst, Hirst or Shirva Upper Hirst or Garnkirk Shirva (= Upper+Lower Hirst) or Garnkirk Hirst, Upper or Garnkirk Hirst, Shirva or Arden Upper Hirst Carnock Jewel
Upper Hirst [thin], Shirva or Jenny 
Pate Upper Hirst
Wood, Upper Hirst or Gormyre 
Lyoncross Upper Hirst  [thin] Carnock Jewel or Shirva
Upper Hirst, Bandeath House or 
Carnock Jewel Upper Hirst Upper Hirst Jenny Pate (Janet Peat)
Jenny Pate or 
Upper Hirst Jenny Pate
UpperHirst or Jenny Pate 
[Janet Peat] Jenny Pate Craig Coals Craig Coals Craig Coals Craig Coals Craig Coals Lundin Upper Craig
Wood at 
Duddingston Wood
Smithy at Darnley as Lower Arden, 
Auchinback or North Brae Lower Hirst or Smithy at Hirst Lower Hirst Smithy or Lower Hirst Lower Hirst Lower Hirst Lower Hirst Lower Hirst [thin] Lower Hirst or Overton Gas Smithy or Lower Hirst Bandeath Hirst Lower Hirst Lower Hirst Overton Gas Lower Hirst Overton Gas Lower Hirst Overton Gas or Oakley Parrot Lundin Lower Craig Splint
Orchard Limestone Orchard Limestone Gillfoot of Carluke Orchard Limestone Orchard Limestone Kinneil Mills Limestone Orchard Limestone Extra Limestone Orchard Beds
Ponfeigh or Rigside 
Gas Gas Ponfeigh Gas Arthurlie South Arthurlie Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard Orchard
Moor Rock Manor Manor Manor Manor Manor
Lyoncross 
Limestone
Crumpy, Cock Rumpy, Pitsoulie 
Rough or Upper of Inzievar Crumpy
Crumpy, Cock Crumpy, 
Pitsoulie Rough or Upper Coal 
of Inzievar
Crumpy
Capledrae Parrot, Pitsoulie Parrot 
or Lower of Inzievar Overton or Oakley Parrot Capledrae Parrot Capledrae Parrot Capledrae Parrot Capledrae Parrot Capledrae Parrot Capledrae Parrot
Cokeyard Barkip, Barrmill or Dalry Gas Cokeyard Cokeyard Cokeyard Ellenora Ellenora Ellenora Lyoncross Lyoncross or Climpy Gas Climpy Gas Lyoncross or Barrmill Gas Lyoncross or Holeburn Lyoncross Lyoncross Lyoncross or Lochore Parrot Lyoncross or Lochore Parrot Lyoncross Lyoncross Quarry Quarry Quarry or Lyoncross Lyoncross Quarry Quarry or Eighty Fathom Quarry Quarry Eighty Fathom Quarry Quarry Lochore Parrot
Lochore Parrot Lochore Parrot Lochore Parrot
Crumpy Upper 7'
Manor
Chapelgreen Chapelgreen, Garnkirk Gas, Upper or Gardner's of Meiklehill
Chapelgreen, Upper or Gardener's 
of Meiklehill Chapelgreen Chapelgreen, Upper or Gardner's Chapelgreen Powis Mounthunger Climpy Gas Powis - NE Stirling Powis Powis Caddell's Parrot
Powis = Cadell's 
Parrot?
Cadell's Parrot or 
Torry Parrot Cadell's/ Pitsoulie Parrot
Comrie Twenty Inch or Cadell's 
Parrot South Parrot South Parrot South Parrot Splint South Parrot Splint South Parrot South Parrot South Parrot [thin] South Parrot Splint Splint Splint
Lower Coal
Bowsebank Bowsebank Bowsebank Bowsebank
Patna 
Sandtone eroded North of Kilmarnock Highfield Limestone Ell Coal Limestone Index Limestone (base) Seven Foot Limestone
Auchenheath Rough 
Limestone
Cowglen Limestone (South of 
Clyde)
Balbardie Gas Twechar Dirty Twechar Dirty (east) Twechar No.1  or Dirty Twechar No.1/Dirty or Possil First at Dullatur Twechar No.1 Dirty or Balbardie Gas Twechar Dirty Twechar No.1/Dirty Upper Garth Balbardie Gas Balbardie Gas or Upper Garth Red at Hilderston or Balbardie Gas Oakley Upper Upper Oakley Oakley Upper Little Rough
Upper Alton Upper Index Inzievar BBI Inzievar or Blairhall Blackband Inzievar or Blairhall Blackband
Inzievar, Blairhall Blackband or 
Upper/No1 Comrie Sparkie Wood
Polbaith [to north of Galston] Gas Lower Index Twechar Upper Twechar Upper (east)/No1 Upper Twechar Upper Twechar Upper Twechar Upper Twechar Upper Twechar No.1/Upper Lower Garth Lower Garth Twechar Upper
Lower Alton Deception Geordie or Loanhead Little Rough Deception Deception Deception or Geordie Deception Deception Deception
Kilgrammie Wee Dirty or Wee Upper Gas Foulshiels China, Shaly or Woodmuir/Longford Main Overlee Bo'ness Splint or Overlee Bo'ness Splint Bo'ness Splint or Twechar No.2
Bo'ness Splint or Twechar 
No.2 Twechar No.2 Upper or Blairhall Main Bo'ness Splint Dennyloanhead /Bo'ness Splint China or Woodmuir Main
China, Bo'ness Splint or 
Woodmuir/Blairhall Main Bo'ness Splint or Blairhall Main
Black of Hilderston, China, Shaly 
or Woodmuir Main
Garth Coals or Blairhall 
Main Bo'ness Splint or Garth Coals
Bo'ness Splint, Garth Coals or 
Lawrie Graham (Preston Island)
Bo'ness Splint or Blairhall Main 
[Manor Powis]
Bo'nees Splint, Blairhall Main or 
Oakley Main
Blairhall/ Oakley 
Main
Blairhall/Oakley Main or Laurie 
Graham [Lowrie Graham]
Blairhall/Oakley Main, Wee Splint 
or Saline Four Foot or Steelend 
Upper
( Killiebone Upper Three 
Foot/Blairhall Main Blairhall Main Blairhall Main Blairhall Main Blairhall Main Blairhall Main Blairhall Main Blairhall Main Blairhall Main Blairhall Main Blairhall Main Blairhall Main or Kilmux Four Foot
Blairhall Main in 
Leaves Luncart Flakes
Nameless or Lower 
Gas Nameless (Gas) Gas
Upper Blairhall 
Smithy Upper Cardenden Smithy Upper Blairhall Smithy
Upper Three Foot 
(Killiebone) Upper Cardenden Smithy Smithy
Upper Cardenden/Blairhall 
Smithy or Letsgetrich
Upper Cardenden/Blairhall 
Smithy
Upper Cardenden/Blairhall 
Smithy
Upper Cardenden 
Smithy
[Upper] Cardenden 
Smithy Upper Cardenden Smithy [Upper] Cardenden Smithy Cardenden Smithy or Kilmux Six Foot Cardenden Smithy
Make-Him-
Rich Johnstone? Flex Flex Flex Flex Cryne Union or Cryne Cryne or Flex Cryne Cryne Flex
Smitthy Kilsyth No.1 Blackband Kilsyth No.1 Blackband or Garscube Bank? Meiklehill Possil First Kilsyth/Twechar No.1 Blackband
Kilsyth/Twechar No.1 
Blackband Kilsyth No.1 Blackband or Garscube Bank Kilsyth No.1 Blackband No.1 BBI Corbiehall or Kilsyth No.1 Blackband
Kilsyth No.1 Blackband or Under at 
Muirhouse Corbiehall
Kilsyth No.1 Blackband 
or Upper Denny 
Ironstone
Kilsyth No.1 Blackband Kilsyth No.1 Blackband Kilsyth No.1 Blackband Lower Blairhall Smithy
Killiebone Mid Three Foot, 
Cardenden Lower or Mid Blairhall 
Main
Cardenden Smithy or Lower 
Blairhall Smithy
Mid Three Foot 
(Killiebone) Lower Cardenden Smithy Three Foot  Lower Cardenden Smithy  Lower Cardenden Smithy  Lower ) Cardenden Smithy
 Lower ) Cardenden 
Smithy
 Lower Cardenden 
Smithy or Soft
Lower Cardenden Smithy, Six 
Foot or Drumcarro Three Foot  Lower Cardenden Smithy Two Foot
Dryden Gas, Waverley 
Union or Mavis
Rumbles, Laverock or 
Dryden Gas Johnstone or Mavis
Rumbles, Gas, Rumbolds or 
No.3 Rumbles Laverock [at Niddrie]
Mavis, Vogrie Upper Mavis 
or Rumbles Mavis Mavis Mavis
Kilsyth No.1 Blackband Under Kilsyth No.1 Blackband Under Kilsyth No.1 Blackband Under
Berryhills Bank Berryhills Berryhills Berryhills Lochgelly BBI Success or No.2 Comrie BBI Lochgelly BBI
No.2/Lower Comrie Blackband or 
Comrie Mid Stone
Killiebone Lower Three Foot, Lower 
Blairhall Main or Lochgelly BBI Lochgelly BBI Lochgelly BBI Lochgelly BBI Lochgelly BBI Lochgelly Blackband Lochgelly Blackband Lochgelly Blackband Lochgelly BBI Lochgelly BBI Lochgelly BBI Lochgelly BBI Lochgelly BBI Laverock Vogrie Lower Mavis
Possil Rider Possil Rider Possil Rider Possil Rider Possil Rider Possil Rider Milton Upper or Little Coal Little Splint Little Splint Little Splint Little Splint or Lower Three Foot (Killiebone) ( Little Splint Little Splint Little Splint or Cluny Splint Little Splint Little Splint Little Splint Little Splint Little Splint
Boghall or Sclutty Possil Wee Possil First or Possil Wee Possil First, Upper Wee or First Wee
Meiklehill First Wee or Twechar 
No.3 Coal
Possil Wee, Twechar No.3 
or Wee Coal above 
Haughrigg
Possil Wee Possil Wee Possil Wee St Clair Coal = Little Splint+ Rough
Darnley or Linwood Splint Doggar?
Barrhead Main = Batchie+Upper 
Possil Lochinch Cherry or Cowglen Sclutty/Slaty Upper Possil or Garscube Davy Possil Upper or Cadder Main Possil Upper
Upper Wee Hartley or 
Upper Possil Meiklehil Main = Batchie+Upper Possil Carronrigg Smithy Upper Wee Hartley Upper Wee Hartley Upper Wee Hartley
Upper/Wee Hartley or Hartley 
Craw = Upper Deny BBI Upper Wee Hartley
Main
Barrhead, Cowglen/Boghouse 
Sclutty, Cherry or Linwood 
Rough
Barrhead Main, Cowglen Smithy, Batchie, 
Lochinch Rough or Darnley
Batchie, Haughrigg, Meiklehill Main or 
Boghall at Darnley
Davie, Blackhill Upper Blackband, 
[Upper] Possil Upper or Gilshillochill 
BBI
Meiklehill/Balmore Main, Cadder 
Main, Mainstone or Haughrigg
Meiklehill/Neilston Main or 
Haughrigg Meiklehil Main or Balmore Main Meiklehill Main )
Upper Denny Blackband Ironstone or 
Meiklehill Main Lower Wee Hartley or Smithy
Upper Denny Blackband Ironstone 
or Carronrigg Smithy Bo'ness Upper Ironstone Two Foot
Carronrigg Smithy or 
Lower Wee Hartley Lower Wee Hartley Lower Wee Hartley Manor Powis Main or Hartley
Quarry (part of 
Fourteen Foot)  or 
Upper Seven Foot
Quarry (part of Fourteen Foot)  or 
Upper Seven Foot Quarry Little Splint Rough or St Clair at Panny Pit
Balgrummo Rough = Little 
Splint+Rough? Rough
Union or Brunston 
Rumbles Great Great Great or Loanhead Parrot Great Great Great Great Great Great [top] Great Great
Main Gasswater at Dalblair
Patna Thick Coal = 
Smithy + Top or High 
+ Mid + Low Coals or 
Downieston
Ground or Ell Three Foot Kennox Upper Seven Foot
 Wee Drum, Little or 
Smithy
Smithy [Upper ) 
Leaf 7'] First or Upper Carluke[Upper] Woodmuir Smithy or Craw
Linwood Splint or Renfrew 
Smithy
Cowglen Rough, Meiklehill Wee or 
Giffnock Main
Wee coal of Garscube, Abercorn Rough, 
Main Blackband or Upper Possil 
Ironstone
Cadder Main Ironstone = Batchie 
Ironstone + Main + 14 Inch 
ironstones
Meiklehill Wee or Possil Main 
Ironstone
Meiklehill Wee or Wee Coal 
Below Haughrigg Garscube Wee Meiklehill Wee
Hartley, Upper Twenty Inch or Meiklehill 
Wee
Cowdenbeath Seven Foot, Hartley or 
Upper Twenty Inch Woodmuir Smithy
Hartley, Cowdenbeath Seven Foot, 
Upper twenty Inch or Woodmuir 
Smithy
Bo'ness (Cowdenbeath) Seven Foot, 
Four Foot, Foul or Upper Ironstone
Woodmuir Smithy, ) Allanton 
Upper, Fiddle or Fiddler at 
Hilderston
Manor Powis Main, 
Hartley or Upper Twenty 
Inch
Upper/Greenyards Twenty Inch or 
Hartley
Airth Hartley, Greenyards, Upper 
Twent Inch or Milton Main Manor Powis Greenyards Hartley or Seven Foot
Milton Main, Blairhall 
Three Foot = Ontake, 
Seven Foot or Lower 
Seven Foot (part of 
Fourteen Foot)
Milton Main, Seven 
Foot,Lower Seven Foot, 
Ontake or Six Foot [Preston 
Island]
Ontake, Kinneddar Sour, Milton 
Main, Milk, Saline Six Foot, 
Comrie Upper Four Foot or 
Steelend Big
Seven Foot part of Fourteen Foot or 
Lower 7'
Cowdenbeath Seven Foot 
Kelty Fourteen Foot or Rough
Bright, Gormans or 
Rough Cowdenbeath Seven Foot Rough
Rough, Seven Foot, Hill of 
Beath Gorman's or Cluny
Cowdenbeath Seven Foot, 
Clunie or Rough Rough, Big or Seven Foot Rough Little Splint+Rough
Cowdenbeath Seven Foot, 
Rough or Drumcarro Ten Foot 
Thick
Rough or Little Splint Rough or Stranger at Kilmux Top or Thick Thick Stairhead Stairhead Stairhead Stairhead Stairhead Newtongrange Diamond Stairhead or Diamond Stairhead Great [bottom] or Diamond
Little Auchenheath Smithy, Ell or Catcraig Auchenheatrh Smithy Second Carluke or Carluke Lower Fireclay Craw Renfrew/Abercorn Rough Upper Main, Rough or Cherry Nitshill Boghouse Quartz Cristal
Bright or Fourteen Foot at Colton = 
Three Foot + Quarry + Seven Foot
Rough or Cowdenbeath 
House
Clay Gas [Dalblair] Wardend Jewel or Wee [Kilmaurs] Lylestone Smithy, Main, Wardend Jewel [or Wee]
Auchenheath Smithy [= Carluke 
Upper+Lower] Middle or Main Blackband Parkhouse Darnley
Nine Foot [Dalblair]+[Edge Hill] Main Gasswater Seven Foot Four Foot ( Kennox Lower Seven Foot ) Big Drum or Dross
Dross [Lower ) 
Leaf 7'] Auchlochan Dross Sump Clinkam Kiln
Parrot, Upper 
Splint or Sulphury
Wardend Gas [Kilmaurs] or 
Lylestone
Wardend Gas, Smithy, Peel or 
Lylestone Main [at Kilwinning]
Main Gaswater = Muirkirk 
Ell+Three Foot+Four Foot 
[Seven Foot]
Seven Foot splits into 
Three Foot and Four 
Foot in the Muirkirk 
area
Stinking Cowglen Stinking, Lower Wee, Giffnock Jewel or Main Possil Lower Wee
Upper Possil Ironsatone or Cadder 
Main Ironstone and Coal Lower Wee or No.2 BBI
Kilsyth No.2 BBI or 
[Possil]Lower Wee Possil Lower Wee No.2 BBI Mid Denny BBI or coal Mid Denny BBI or Coal Comrie BBI
No.3 BBI [coal + ironstone] or 
Comrie BBI
No.3 Comrie Blackband [coal + 
ironstone]
Seven Foot [Dalblair]+[Edge Hill] Gas, Fourteen Inch or Georgie's Cowglen Geordie's or Fourteen Inch Possil Fourteen Inch Ironstone or Cowglen Geordie's
Fourteen Inch Ironstone, Kenmure 
Understone or Blackhill Lower [or 
Under] Blackband
Fourteen Inch, Lower Possil BBI, 
No.2 or Haugh BBI (very local)
Possil Fourteen Inch, 
No.2/Neilston Blackband or 
Haugh BBI
Fourteen Inch Ironstone Possil or Carronrigg Fourteen Inch Fourteen Inch Coal Lower Denny BBI or coal Lower Denny BBI or 14"
Auchenbowie Gas or 
Lower Denny/Blackband 
Ironstone
Auchenbowie Gas or Fourteen 
Inch Fourteen Inch Fourteen Inch
Stone or Stony Stony Fourteen Inch Under Fourteen Inch Under Fourteen Inch Under Fourteen Inch Under
Abercorn Splint Ashfield Rider Ashfield Rider Ashfield Rider
Barrhead Main
Ashfield Coking or Hartley Ashfield Coking, Giffnock Hartley or Quarry
Ashfield Coking, Wandering Gas or Possil 
Main at Robroyston Coking
Ashfield Coking, Neilston House or 
Twechar No.4
Ashfield Coking or Neilston 
House Wandering Gas at Skaterigg Ashfield Coking Ashfield Coking Ashfield Coking Ashfield Coking or Woodmuir Splint Ashfield Coking Diamond Wee Stairhead Wee Stairhead Diamond
Borestone Woodmuir Splint Quarry or Nine Inch Woodmuir Splint Six Foot of Preston Island Loanhead No.2 Ironstone
Diver Diver
Skaterigg [Upper 
Leaf Ell] Upper Ell
First Blackband and Coal, King 
or Linwood Stony
Upper/First Ironstone Coal and 
Ironstone,King or First Blackband and 
Coal
King or Knightswood Cloberhill BBI King, Haugh BBI or Kilsyth No.3 BBI King Blackband No.3 BBI Carronrigg Fourteen ) Inch King Comrie BBI
Mauricewood Wee 
Gillespie
Wee Gillespie, Moffats 
or Charlies Charlies
Wee Gillespie, Moffats or 
Charlies Teenie (Lady Victoria area) 1st Fireclay?
Weir Upper Nine Foot Horn [Lower Leaf Ell]
Upper Nine Foot or 
Poneil Splint
Auchenheath Wee Gas, Upper Gas, 
Oil Coal or Auchlochan Four Foot 
[locally Ell]
Auchenheath Wee Gas, Upper 
Gas or Auchenheath Oil
Fireclay Craw, Jewel,Bathgate Jewel 
or Ladymorton of Woodmuir
Two Feet, Possil Main, 
Satturland or Linwood Main
Two Foot, Possil Main, Salterland or 
Satturland
Knightswood/Garscube Main, Satturland 
[South Glasgow], Possil Main, Jewel of 
Robroyston or Twenty Four Inch of 
Blackhill
Possil Main Possil Main, Greenyards, Gartshore Wee Coal 3 or Lower Twenty Inch)
Twechar/Neilston Smithy or 
Possil Main Possil Main or Two Foot in South Glasgow Possil Main
Greenyards, Lower Twenty Inch or Possil 
Main Greenyards or Lower Twenty Inch Bathgate Jewel or Lady Morton
Bathgate Jewel, Greenyards or Lady 
Morton Comrie Two Foot
Jewel, Parrot at Hilderston, Big 
Parrot, Mid Kingshill or 
Ladymorton at Woodmuir
Greenyards, Lower 
Twenty Inch or 
Carronrigg 14 inch
Lower/Bannockburn Twenty Inch, 
Auchenbowie [Twenty Inch] or 
Greenyards
Greenyards or Lower Twenty Inch Greenyards Greenyards or Comrie Two Foot Upper Two Foot Little Splint Comrie Two Foot Great Seam worked here is actually Gillespie
Gillespie, Upper Siller 
Willie or Great 
Gillespie
Gillespie (worked as Great 
Seam) Gillespie )
( Gillespie, Jewel 
or Splint Little Gillespie Upper Siller Willie or Splint
Upper Siller Willie, Jewel or Niddrie Great 
Gillespie
Jewel or Tranent 
Splint
Jewel, Tranent Splint or 
Clay Tranent Splint or Jewel?
Tranent/Bankton Splint or 
Splint
Blackband 
Ironstone
Blackband 
Ironstone Abercorn Stone Stone or West Cowglen
Stone at Springburn or Braes o' Yetts 
Wee Stone Possil Main Possil Main or Twechar Smithy Kelty Blackband Possil Main Possil Main
Kelty Blackband 
Ironstone Kelty Blackband Kelty Blackband Ironstone Kelty Blackband Ironstone Kelty Blackband Ironstone Kelty Blackband Ironstone?
Kelty Blackband 
Ironstone? Kelty Blackband Ironstone
Neilston Lower Possil Ironstone Upper Kelty Main or Aitken Parrot St. Clair [at Dunnikier]
Quarry Dumbreck Cloven Second Pollokshaws Ironstone and Coal or Jordanhill Blackband?
Dumbreck Cloven, Lower Possil Ironstone 
or Stone in South Glasgow
Lower Possil Ironstone, No.5, 
Cloven,Dumbreck Stteam or Soft
Lower Possil Ironstone, Cloven, 
Smithy or No.3/Upper BBI at 
Gartshore
Dumbreck Cloven or 
No.3/Neilston BBI Lower Possil Ironstone Dumbreck Cloven No.3, Banknock Cloven or Neilston BBI Dumbreck Cloven Dumbreck Cloven Twenty Eight Inch Dumbreck Cloven Townhill Bride Kelty Main Upper Leaf Cluny [at Cluny and Begg]
Blackchapel = Blackbird in 
Gore and Emily Pits
Pencaitland Jewel or 
Dolphingston Clay
Newfaulds Parting at Robroyston Comrie Three Foot or Grangemouth Jersey/Kelty Main
Main, Jersey, 
Townhill Six Foot or 
Swallowdrum Five 
Foot
Milton/Kelty Main, Nine Foot 
[Preston Island], Diamond or 
No.1 Jersey
Kelty Main or Kingseat Upper 
Dean
Upper Deah, Lethan Jewel [Main], 
Six Foot, Kelty Main or Swallowdrum 
Five Foot
Six Foot, Big or Kelty Main Fourteen Foot or Kelty Main
Kelty Main, Fourteen Foot, 
Upper Dean or Six Foot
Fourteen Foot, 
Bright or Rough
Kelty Main Lower Leaf, 
Jewel, Fourteen Foot of 
Cowdenbeath, Fordell and 
East Lochgelly
Fourteen Foot, Kelty Main or 
Cluny
Six Foot, Kelty Main or 
Swallowdrum Five Foot Fourteen Foot [Upper] or Main Kelty Main Kelty Main or Main Under or Kelty Main Blackchapel [Stairhead]
( Blackchapel or Siller 
Willie
Blackchapel (worked as 
Stairhead) Blackchapel Blackchapel
Perpetual, Upper Blackbird, 
Parrot, Blackchapel or Siller 
Willie
Siller Willie or Sparable Parrot Rough Parrot Rough or Splint
Parrot Rough, Siller Willie 
or Gas
Parrot Rough, Blackchapel or 
2nd Fireclay Parrot or Gas
Upper Nine Foot Main Craw Moss-side Main Craw Dumbreck Cloven = Stone + Parting Twechar No.5 or Neilston Smithy Neilston Smithy Over Possil ) Fallin Smithy Main Craw Fallin Smithy or Steam Roof Fallin Smithy Fallin Smithy Comrie Three Foot
Fourteen Foot of Lochgelly 
West = Diamond + 
Dundonald Fourteen Foot + 
Cowdenbeath Diamond + 
Duddie Davie + Dunnikier 
Bright
Kelty Main = Fourteen Foot 
Upper+ Fourteen Foot Lower Calpatie
Pencaitland Jewel or 
Dolphingston Clay
Twelve Foot [Dalblair]+[Edge 
Hill] Lochwinnoch Main Lower Gass Water [Sorn] Nine Foot
Nine Foot or 
Splint Lower Nine Foot Kirkrod
Lower Nine Foot or 
Dirt Lower Nine Foot Auchenheath Dross or Lime Auchenheath Dross?
Auchenheath Dross, Lime, 
Tower or Ell Allanton Lower Allanton Lower or Wilsontown Main Glasgow Shale Glasgow Shale
Knightswood Stone of Glasgow, 
Bannockburn Main of Bedlay or Shale of 
Possil or Thirty Inch of Blackhill
( Bannockburn Main of Bedlay, 
Shale [No.4], Jordanhill Gas or 
Cloven of  Chryston
Shale, Cloven, Garscube 
Jubilee/Splint, Twechhar No.1 Wee 
or Smithy
Twechar Wee, Shale, 
Kilsyth Cloven, Neilston 
Smithy or upper Highland 
Park
Possil Shale, Neilston Smithy or Thirty Inch 
of Blackhill
Kilsyth Cloven, Neilston Smithy 
or Twechar No.1 (Wee)
Soft, Shale, Steam or Bannockburn 
Steam [Upper Main] = Auchenbowie at 
Manor Powis
Upper Wester/Bannockburn Main, 
Steam or Shale Wilsontown Main Bannockburn Steam
Upper Wester Main, Nos.1+2 Jersey, 
Big or Kelty Main
Wilsontown Main or Allanton 
Lower
Upper Main, Manor 
Powis Auchenbowie or 
Bannockburn Steam
Auchenbowie [Lower Steam] or 
Upper Bannockburn Main Bannockburn Steam or Upper Main
Auchenbowie or Bannockburn 
Upper/Steam/ [Manor Powis]
Upper Main or Auchenbowie of 
Manor Powis, No.1+No.2 Jerseys
Lower Jersey, 
Silkstone or 
Cairniecube
Upper Jersey or No.2 Jersey
Kinneddar Three Foot, Comrie 
Upper Jersey or Saline Upper 
Leaf
Dean, Silkstone ) Upper Cairncubie, 
Cairncubie Splint or Dainty/Duddy 
Davie at Townhill
Upper Cairncubie [Splint] or 
Upper Jersey Diamond
Diamond, Dean or Upper 
Jersey Diamond
Upper Jersey, Glencraig 
Diamond or Cowdenbeath 
Diamond = Upper Jersey + 
Lower Jersey
Upper Jersey or Bowhill 
Diamond
Silkstone, Jerseys or 
Cairncubie Upper Jersey Jersey Jersey
Three Feet, Hard 
Splint or Jersey ( Blackbird Blackbird [Lower] Kittlepurse Kittlepurse Blackbird Blackbird [Lower] Blackbird, Kittlepurse or Niddrie Little Splint Two Foot or Cherry
Three Foot, Blackbird or 
Dolphingston Five Foot
Kittlepurse, Three Foot or 
Twenty Six Inch
Three Foot or Dolphingston 
Five Foot
Stoney No.3 Jersey of West Fife No.3 Jersey of West Fife Main = Upper Wester Main+Lower Wester Main Bannockburn Main [Manor Powis] No.3 Jersey Diamond
Lower Jersey, No.3 Jersey, 
Dainty Davy or Five Foot
Lower Leaf [Four Foot] or Comrie 
Lower Jersey Lower Cairncubie or Lower Jersey
Lower Cairncubie or Lower 
Jersey
Lower Cairncubie or 
Lower Jersey Lower Jersey Duddie Davie
Lower Jersey or Duddie 
Davie Lower Jersey Lower Jersey Lower Jersey
Eleven Foot [Dalblair]+[Edge 
Hill]? Lochwinnoch Smithy or Peel
Eleven Foot [Dalblair]+[Edge 
Hill]?
Eleven Foot 
[Dalblair]+[Edge Hill]? Duddie Davie
Swallowdrum Swallowdrum or wrongly Glassee
Comrie Six Foot, Dean, Oakley 
Five Foot or Kinneddar Five Foot Swallowdrum or 3 foot  Swallowdrum
Swallowdrum or Duddie 
Davie Swallowdrum Swallowdrum
Swallowdrum or Bright 
(Dunnikier)
Swallowdrum or Duddie Davie 
at Little Raith Swallowdrum
Swallowdrum or 
Duddie Davie Swallowdrum
Swallowdrum or Bright coal at 
Panny Pit Swallowdrum Swallowdrum Swallowdrum
Ell or Lower Swallowdrum Ell or Lower Swallowdrum Ell or Lower Swallowdrum Parrot Ell Ell Ell Ell Cowdenbeath Ell Ell or Lower Swallowdrum
Carmacoup Carmacoup Bannockburn Main or Kilsyth Cloven
Dunipace Blackburn Main = Kilsyth 
Cloven+Jubilee+Knightswood Gas
Bannockburn Main in Denny area 
[worked as Bannockburn Steam] Lochgelly Splint Lochgelly Splint Lochgelly Splint or Jewel Lochgelly Splint
Lower Lochgelly 
Splint or Crossford 
Upper Eight Foot
Jewel, Lochgelly Splint or 
Torry Six Foot
Comrie/Kinneddar Splint, 
Steelend Lower Three Foot, 
Lower Four Foot
Upper Eight Foot or Lochgelly Splint Upper Eight Foot, Kinglassie Splint or Lochgelly Splint
Lochgelly Splint or Eight 
Foot
Eight Foot or Lochgelly 
Splint
Upper Eight Foot or 
Lochgelly Splint
Kinglassie or Lochgelly 
Splint Lochgelly Splint or Eight Foot
Kinglassie/ Lochgelly Splint 
or Upper Eight Foot Lochgelly Splint Lochgelly Splint
Craw coals = 
Cowdenbeath Ell 
+ Lochgelly 
Splint and Parrot 
coals
Lochgelly Splint, Black or 
Drumcarro Four Foot Lochgelly Splint or Garden Lochgelly Splint or Garden
Lochgelly Splint or 
Cherry
Upper Four 
Foot
Abercorn Main, Radical or Gas Jubilee, Radical [Titwood] or Jordanhil BBI Jubilee or Dross  or Old Jordanhill BBI Jubilee or Dross (No.3)
Jubilee, Chryston Bannockburn 
Main or Cloven Jubilee Jubilee or Bannockburn Main Bannockburn Main or Cloven
Jubilee, Bannockburn Main of Dunipace 
[Lower Main] Lower Wester Main Bannockburn Main
Lower Wester Main or Bannockburn 
Main
Bannockburn Main, 
Carronrigg Main or 
Lower Main
Plean - Highland Park Coals = 
Top [Steam] +Mid+Bottom 
[Bannockburn Main], at Plean 
Farm wrongly worked as 
Greenyard Coal or Fallin Knott
Bannockburn Main or Lower Main Bannockburn Main (Manor Powis) Lower Splint or Upper Bank Kelty Upper Bank Upper Bank Coronation, Peacock or Mauricewood Gillespie Peacock or Four Foot Four Foot or Coronation
Peacock [Bilston Glen] or 
Stinkie Peacock Coronation Coronation
Four Foot, Peacock, Coronation or Niddrie 
Blackchapel or Corbie Craig
Four Foot or 
Coronation Four Foot or Smithy
Peacock, Four Foot (3rd 
Fireclay)
Four Foot or Dolphingston 
Smithy
Abercorn Steam, Soft or 
Knightswood Gas Knightswood/ Titwood Gas or Splint Knightswood Gas Knightswood Gas (No.2) Knightswood Gas
Knightswood Gas, Neilston 
Soft, Steam or Lower 
Highland Park
Knightswood Gas Knightswood Gas  
Dalblair 3 ft Dalblair 3 ft Dalblair 3 ft Abercorn Turf or Borestone Knightswood Under Knightswood Gas Under or Under
Jenny Gray Lochgelly Parrot 
= Lochgelly Splint+Lochjgelly 
Parrot
Knott Rider Knott Rider Upper Craw
Knott Knott Knott Wandering, Knott or Neilston Lower Steam Knott Knott Knott or Wandering Knott or Lochgelly Parrot Wandering Knott Knott Knott Knott Wandering
Parrot or Lower Eight 
Foot Lochgelly Parrot Comrie Lower Eight Foot
Lower Eight Foot, Lochgelly Parrot, 
Lassodie Glassee or Bank
Lassodie Glassee, Bank or 
Lochgelly Parrot
Lower Eight Foot or 
Lochgelly Parrot
Lochgelly Parrot, Bank or 
Lassodie Glassee
Lower Eight Foot or 
Lochgelly Parrot
Glencraig Bank, Lochgelly 
Parrot, Lower Lochgelly 
Splint, Lassodie Glassee, 
Fordell Durham Main or 
Lower Bank
Lochgelly Parrot Lower Eight Foot (Hill of Beath) or Lochgelly Parrot Lochgelly Parrot Lochgelly Parrot Lochgelly Parrot
Lochgelly Parrot, Parrot or 
Drumcarro Eight Foot Lochgelly Parrot Lochgelly Parrot Lochgelly Parrot
Six Foot or 
Beaumont Two 
Foot
BLACK METALS MAGGIE BANDS HOGG FENCE IRONSTONES ) LOGAN'S BAND CALIFORNIA CLAYBANDS BANTON CLAYBANDS BLACK METALS BLACK METALS volcanic rocks BLACK METALS BLACK METALS
Back Back Back (thin) Torry Four Foot or Pilkin Torry Four Foot or Pilkin Pilkin Pilkin Pilkin Pilkin Pilkin Pilkin Pilkin Pilkin Pilkin Pilkin Little Splint
Mauricewood Ball or 
Splint Hard Splint
Ball, Beefie or Rough Rough or Stinkie Ball, Beefie, Rough or Stinkie Ball Hard Splint, Ball or Niddrie Stinkie Ball Ball Ball Ball
Back = Ball+Glass 
of Midlothian
Upper Garscadden BBI 
(Linwood)
Upper Garscadden, Torrance Four Inch 
or Knightswood Brown Stane Upper Garscadden Coal
Upper Garscadden BBI or Gartshore 
Ironstone
Upper Garscadden BBI or 
Torrance four-inch Thin Coal Glassee Pittencrief BBI
Red Red (Glassee) Glassee Red Glassee Glassee [coal + ironstone Glassee
Upper Five Foot, Four Foot, Lassodie 
Eight Foot, Lochy, Blawlowan or 
Glassee
Lassodie Eight Foot, Lochy or 
Glassee
Four Foot, Blawlowan or 
Glassee
Glassee, Kelty Lochy, 
Dundonald Pilkin or Fordell 
Blawlowan
Glassee Glassee Glassee Glassee Glassee Glassee Glassee Glassee Bowanton, Rum or Blind
Glass or Niddrie Little 
Splint Smithy Glass Glass Smithy or Glass Smithy Smithy or Niddrie Little Splint
Smithy, Glass, 
Rough or Penston 
Ironstone
Smithy or Penston 
Ironstone Smithy Penston Ironstone
Auchengree four-inch Auchengree four-inch Donaldson
Floating Auchengree Four Inch Torrence 4"
North Loanhead No.1 Ironstone
Diamond Upper Upper Thirty Inch Fireclay [Mynheer] Fireclay [Mynheer] Fireclay  or Mynheer Mynheer Mynheer Mynheer Three Foot or Mynheer Three Foot or Mynheer Mynheer Mynheer or Dundonald Glassee Mynheer Mynheer Mynheer Mynheer Mynheer Mynheer Mynheer
Mynheer, Gibbs Hall or 
Lower Smithy Little
Thirty Inch (Dalblair) Corral Coals Thirty Inch [only 2" thick] ( Thirty Inch Thirty Inch Thirty Inch Robb or Lower Thirty Inch Robb
Thirty Inch or 
Floating Thirty Inch [thin]
Peacocktail or Big 
Splint Bryans Splint or Splint
Browns, Vogrie Splint or 
Bryans [Splint]
Peacocktail, 
Five Foot Bryans/Big Splint Bryans Splint
Five Foot, Bryans Splint or Niddrie Big 
Splint Five Foot Five Foot or Jewel
Bryans, Jewel, Panwood or 
Five Foot Five Foot or Jewel
Diamond Lower ( Fallowhill Fallowhill Wee Craw Banton Rider Banton Rider Mauricewood Stony Stoney Alecks Stony or Parrot Rough Parrot Rough or Stony Alecks, Stony or Real Corbie Alecks Beggar or Stony Beggar Beggar Stony or Beggar
Main = Beggar+Craw or 
Edgehead Alecks
Dalry BBI Smithy Smithy Crutherland House House House House or Gas Craw House
Lower Blackband, BBI or Lower 
Garscadden Ironstone at 
Linwood
Banton Coal, Ibrox/Govan BBI or Coal or 
Lower Garscadden BBI Lower Garscadden or Govan Blackband Lower Garscadden or Banton BBI Lower BBI or Banton BBI
Lower Garscadden, No.4 or 
Banton BBI + Coal Lower Garscadden or Banton BBI Banton BBI Banton Banton Banton Ironstone or Coal
Lower Parrot and Ironstone or Craw 
(replaces ironstone) Banton Ironstone or Coal Banton Coal Pittencrief BBI Pittencrief BBI Pittencrief BBI Jewel = Pittencrieff BBI Pittencrief BBI Jewel
Jewel or Upper Five 
Foot
Lochgelly Upper Five Foot 
Cadham Upper or Glencraig 
Jewel = Pittencrieff BBI
Upper Five Foot or Jewel Jewel Jewel Jewel  Hopes Parror Rough, Hopes or Lower Leaf of Alecks Lower Leaf of Alecks
Garibaldi CBI Five Foot Beattie Beattie Beattie Upper Diamond No.1/Upper Diamond Upper Diamond
No.1 Diamond, Edgehead 
Upper Kaleblades [Rough] 
or Penston Splint
Sulphury Kaleblades [Beattie+Craigie = Corbie of Roslin] ( Kaleblades
Kaleblades = Beattie + 
Craigie Kaleblades Lively?
Six Foot (Dalblair)
Dalquharran 
Craigie ) or Lower 
Splint
Six Foot [only 1" to 12" thick] Smitthy, Six Foot or Catchyburn
Six Foot or 
Catchyburn Six Foot
Coalypath or Six 
Foot Coalypath
Six Foot [Corbie 
of Lothians] Main Gas or Six Foot
Crutherland Jaunt/Joint or 
Earnockmuir Blackband Jaunt Jaunt Auchenheath Main Gas Jaunt Garibaldi (Linwood) Garibaldi BBI or Coal
 Garibaldi, New Jordanhill BBI or Banton 
Blackband Garibaldi or Craw Garibaldi, CBI or Craw
Garibaldi, Craw or 
Finestone Garibaldi CBI Garibaldi Garibaldi or Banton Craw Garibaldi Garibaldi or Cowdenbeath Five Foot
Bo'ness Six Foot, Cowdenbeath Five 
Foot or Kinneil Gas Garibaldi, Wee or Craw Five Foot or Garibaldi Five/Six Foot Five Foot
Five Foot or Torryburn Seven 
Foot Coal Five Foot or Steelend Mynheer Gin or Five Foot Gin or Five Foot Five Foot Five Foot Five Foot Five Foot or Kelty Gin Five Foot or Bowhill Five Foot Cowdenbeath Five Foot
Cowdenbeath Five 
Foot
Cowdenbeath Five 
Foot
Cowdenbeath 
Five Foot Cowdenbeath Five Foot
Five Foot or Drumcarro Six 
Foot Five Foot
Five Foot or Star 
Mine Cherrie Coal
Lower Four 
Foot
Craigie, Corbie Craig or 
Corbie Rough Craigie 
at Vogrie Kaleblades = 
Corbie Splint + Beatie 
Cooals
Little Rough or 
Kaleblades
( Low Dross Wilsontown Gas Wilsontown Gas Wilsontown Gas Star Cherrie
Five Foot worked as Three 
Foot and Glassee in  the 
Dunnikier field
Corbie Jewel
[Craigie + 
Corbie Splint = 
Corbie of 
Gilmerton
House +Jaunt+Smithy = 
Crutherland Coals
House +Jaunt+Smithy 
= Crutherland Coals
House +Jaunt+Smithy = Crutherland 
Coals
House +Jaunt+Smithy 
= Crutherland Coals Wee Wee Coking
Carriden, Bo'ness/ Cowdenbeath Two 
Foot Lower Two Foot Two Foot
Lower Two Foot or Crombie 
Foul Parrot ( Two Foot or Wee at Saline ( Two Foot Wee or Two Foot Two Foot Wee or Two Foot Two Foot or Jewel
Glencraig Wee, Two Foot or 
Jewel [at Jenny Gray and 
Dora]
 Two Foot or Three Foot 
[Torryburn] Star Starlight Cowdenbeath Two Foot
Starlight or Two 
Foot Splint
Corbie Craig/Kittlepurse 
= Craigie+Splint Corbie Little Splint Corbie Splint
Real Corbie ) or 
Corbie Craig
Little Splint or Lower 
Kaleblades Little Splint Little Splint or Upper Diamond
Lower Diamond or 
Wallyford Upper 
Diamond
No.2/Lower Diamond Lower Diamond [thin]
No.2 Diamond, Edgehead 
Lower Kaleblades [Splint] or 
Penston Under and Rough
Fiddle Lower Five Foot Small or Wee Wee [Upper Leaf Of Dunfermline Splint]
Wee, Small, Eighteen Inch or 
Foul Parrot ( Wee or Small )
Parrot or Upper Leaf of Dunfermline 
Splint Parrot or Blairenbathie Splint Extra Whin
Kirnhole Smithy [local] Smithy  Smithy Haywood Under Kilsyth Coking [Neilston] Kilsyth Coking Kilsyth Coking or Cardonald Gas Kilsyth Coking (No1) Kilsyth Coking Kilsyth Coking or Banton/Neilston Main Kilsyth Coking Kilsyth Coking
Banton Main, Kilsyth Coking, Milton or 
Lower Knott
Kilsyth Coking [thin], Lower Knott or 
Milton Haywood Under
Kilsyth Coking [thin], ) Dunfermline 
Splint or Lower Knott Dunfermline Splint or Easter Main Haywood Under or Kilsyth Coking
Kilsyth Coking, Banton 
Main, Milton or Lower 
Knott
Milton, Milton Grove, 
Dumbie/Dummy Muir or Lower 
Knott
Milton or Lower Knott Whin at Manor Powis Dunfermline Splint Dunfermline Splint Dunfermline Splint or Three Foot?
Dunfermline Splint or Four Foot 
[Steelend] Dunfermline Splint Dunfermline Splint Dunfermline Splint
Dunfermline Splint or 
Wallsend House Dunfermline Splint
Dunfermline Splint or Main 
Splint at Lochgelly Dunfermline/ Bowhill Splint
Under Coal or Dunfermline 
Splint Dunfermline Splint Dunfermline Splint
Little or Cadham 
Wee
Dunfermline Splint or Smithy at 
Isabella and Spithead pits Dunfermline Splint Dunfermline Splint
Main or Dunfermline 
Splint
Rum or Coarse 
Parrot
Kilsyth Sump Kilsyth Sump or Dumbreck Wee Banton Fine or Kilsyth Sump Kilsyth Sump, Fine, Wee or Lower Kilsyth Coking
Kilsyth Sump, Smithy, Fine, 
Wee or Lower Coking Kilsyth Sump or Banton Fine Kilsyth Sump Dunfermline Under 
Ballengeich [possibly the Lower 
Knott] Dunfermline Under Dunfermline Under Dunfermline Under Dunfermline Under Dunfermline Under Dunfermline Under Cadham Main Dunfermline Under
Crossford Smithy .; Salt
Johnstone Shell Bed 
[Dalblair]
Slingstane or Johnstone 
Shell Bed
McDonald (Dalblair) Stinking Coal of Patna Hartley or Rotten McDonald Coal [only 10" thick] McDonald McDonald or Stinking McDonald Wood Wood McDonald Daw, McDonald or Stinking Mcdonald or Slingstane Upper Banton Smithy Banton Smithy Coals Upper Banton Smithy
Upper Banton Smithy or Banton Thick 
Smithy Upper Banton Smithy Fife Smithy Bo'ness Smithy or Sulphur Sulphur Smithy or Sulphur Sulphur or Stink Sulphur, Stink or Smithy Smithy, Sulphur or Stink Sulphur, Stink  or Smithy Sulphur or Stink Sulphur or Stink Smithy, Sulphur or Stink Sulphur or Stink Smithy, Sulphur or Stink Sulphur or Stink Sulphur Sulphur or Stink Sulphur or Stink Sulphur? Sulphur or Stink Sulphur Sulphur Andrews Andrews Andrews Little Splint or Andrews
Big Splint, 
Peacocktail or 
Andrews
Andrews or Gilmerton 
Peacocktail Andrews Lower Diamond
Andrews or 
Wallyford Lower 
Diamond
Flatt Flatt or Heads Coal Daw Rock Lower Banton Smithy Under/Lower Banton Smithy Lower Banton Smithy or Banton Thin Smithy Lower Banton Smithy Carsey Daw Rock
Gilmerton Peacocktail
Dalry Clayband Ironstone Smithy Fife Smithy Fife Smithy Smithy Smithy Under Smithy or Fife Smithy Smithy Smithy Smithy Smithy
Sixteen Inch Navigation Navigation [Kilsyth] Navigation Elie Upper Wee or Little Carlton
South Real Carlton or South Carlton or South South [Real]Carlton or South South, Little, Wee or Carlton Little (Wee) Duddingston Rough Little
Largoward Thick or 
Black Black Blackband 
North Blue or North Arniston Parrot or Hauchielin
North, Niddrie Blackband, 
Blue or Little Splinty of 
Loanhead
Blue or North Arniston Parrot, Niddrie Blackband, North or Blue Parrot [Arniston Parrot]
Arniston Parrot, Hauchielin or Niddrie 
Blackband/Blue Hauchielin Hauchielin
Edgehead/Marquis Parrot, 
Hauchielin or Fordell Jewel Hauchielin
uncertain 
position
Calderwood Cement 
Limestone (East 
Kilbride)
Top Hosie 
Limestone
Upper Carriden Limestone 
(top)
Carriden No.1 
Limestone (top)
Carriden No.1 
Limestone (top)
Top Hosie Limestone 
(top)
Lillie's Coal/Shale [thin] Lillie's Shale-Coal Lillie's Shale Lillie's Shale-Coal Lillie's Lillie's Lillie's Lillie's Campsie Lillie's Coal [Upper Leaf] Lillie's Shale Lillie's Shale-Coal Lillie's Shale Victory Lillie's Shale Marl Ballfield
Glencorse Upper 
Vexham Upper Vexham Upper Vexham Upper Vexham Upper Vexham Upper Vexham Upper Vexham Upper Vexham
Campsie Lillie's Coal [Lower 
Leaf]
Largoward Parrot 
and Splint
Largoward Black Glencorse Vexham (Diamond) Niddrie Vexham Niddrie Vexham or Diamond
Niddrie Vexham 
or Diamond Niddrie Vexham or Diamond Niddrie Vexham Niddrie Vexham Niddrie Vexham Niddrie Vexham Niddrie Vexham
Scarret Loft Glencorse Under Vexham Under Vexham Under Vexham Under Vexham
Wilsontown Smithy Wilsontown Smithy or Cot Castle  Lime Wilsontown Smithy Wilsontown Smithy Wilsontown Smithy Bright Radernie Marl Rough Parrot Rough Parrot
Gilmerton 
Ironstone Rough Parrot Rough Parrot
Radernie Main
Radernie Duffie or 
Drumcarro Splint
Radernie Brassie or 
Drumcarro LowLittle North Greens North Greens North Greens North Greens Niddrie Jewel North Greens North Greens North Greens North Greens North Greens
Captain's 
Bridge 
Limestone
Dockra Limestone Hurlet or Muirkirk Main Limestone
Hawthorn 
Limestone
Ponfeigh 
Limestone
Main Lime of 
Thorntonhall Main Limestone Stonehouse Main Limestone Hurlet or Blackhall Limestone Campsie Main Limestone Hurlet Limestone Hurlet Limestone Charlestown Station Limestone                       St Monance Brecciated Limestone Upper Crichton Limestone (Midlothian) Gilmerton Limestone Upper Longcraig Limestone
Hurlet (thin) Hurlet Main Limestone Coal Hurlet Hurlet or Glorat Hurlet Hurlet Hurlet Campsiie Main or Hurlet Campsiie Main or Hurlet Hurlet Hurlet Glorat?
Two Foot Lady Ann [Fulton] Lady Ann Lady Ann Two Foot Two Foot Two Foot 
Tree Hollubush Hollybush Hollybush
Sandholes [erroneously 
sometimes called Lady Ann]
Houston [Cobbinshaw] Upper Dykebar Houston Houston Houston Houston
Netherfield Netherfield Lower Dykebar Nine Foot = Smiddyhead Dykebar Coals
Quarrelton Thick  = Castlehead 
Upper+Castlehead 
Lower+Newton Coals
Ironhead = part  Minehead
Merryhead = part Minehead or Wallace 
Pit Smiddyhead
Castlehead Lower Minehead or Wallace Pit Merryhead Castlehead Lower
Free Craighead
Walkerdyke Coals Newton Newton Wardie (Edinburgh) Wardie
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C
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Passage 
Formation
noita
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U
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miL
Ayrshire Douglas                     South Lanarkshire
                           West Fife Central Fife East Fife Neuk O' Fife Mid Lothian East Lothian
Formation
Airth Randolph Julian Glenrothes Kirkcaldy Gilmerton Whitehill
Skipsey's Marine Band (base) Skipsey's Marine Band (base) Skipsey's Marine Band (base) Skipsey's Marine Band (base) Skipsey's Marine Band (base) Skipsey's Marine Band (base)
Two Foot
Target
Twenty Inch
Creepie
( Musselband
Glasgow Main Glasgow Main
Daugh
Virgin Under Virgin Under
Cistern
Roughband Ironstone Soft Ironstone
Shale (roof)? Shale (roof)? Vanderbeckei Marine Band Vanderbeckei Marine Band ?
Wee Wee
Carmacoup
Ladyha' [thin]
Under Ell Kiltongue Kiltongue ( Kiltongue [thin] Kiltongue
Lime [thin] Lime?
Bonanza
Knockshinnoch House Shotts Gas Shotts Gas Shotts Gas Shotts Gas
Knockshinnoch Turf Ten Fathom Ten Fathom Ten Fathom Shiels
Knockshinnoch Laight
Goodalls Goodalls
Pathhead 4' 6"
Pathhead Thick
Castlecary Limestone (top) unconformity unconformity Castlecary Limestone (top) No. 6 Limestone
Upper Linn Limestone Gill Limestone
Lower Linn or Linn Brig Limestone Ponfeigh Limestone
Third Post Limestone (Hundred Fathom Limestone) Tibbie Pagan's Ellenora Limestone Lyoncross Limestone Lyoncross Limestone Lyoncross Limestone Lyoncross Limestone Thin Shelly Blaes Lyoncross Limestone
Index Limestone (base) Index Limestone (base) Index Limestone (base) Index Limestone (base) Index Limestone (base) No. 4 Limestone Index Limestone
Lochgelly Blackband Lochgelly Blackband Lochgelly Blackband
Ell Smithy or Ell Kennox Ell
Lower Ell
Kelty Main Kelty Main
Jerseys Jerseys
`
BLACK METALS                               Logan's Bands BLACK METALS
Splint
Stinkie or Beefie
Glass
Johnstone Shell Bed Johnstone Shell Bed Johnstone Clayband Ironstone Johnstone Shell Bed ? Johnstone Shell Bed Johnstone Shell Bed
McDonald Limestone (top) Doon Limestone Top Hosie Limestone (top) McDonald Limestone (top) Top Hosie Limestone (top) Top Hosie Limestone (top) Top Hosie Limestone (top) Upper Kinniny Limestone (top) Upper Kinniny Limestone (top)
Hurlet Limestone Patna Limestone Douglas Main Limestone
Sandholes Craigenglen
Castlehead Upper Castlehead Upper
BGS Geological Sheet Memoirs  possible correlations shown:
Institute of Geological Sciences Report 79/11 correlations
BGS 10k Keys
BGS seams from digitisation of abandonment plans
Bill McLean BGS Scientific Officer ex NCB/British Coal mining surveyor and subsidence engineer shown:
(seam locations taken from abandonment of mine plan sections)
NCB/British Coal agreement with BGS correlation
NCB/British Coal seam correlations (within areas) shown:
NCB/British Coal seam correlations (across areas) shown:
NCB/British Coal possible coal seam correlations shown:
NCB/British Coal location within strata from sections
The Coal-fields of Scotland - Robert W. Dron
Strata does not exist ie. seam at lower end of cross hatching is nearer to the seam at the top end of the hatching
SOURCES OF SEAM INFORMATION
Ayrshire Seam correlation by Peter Brand BGS paleontologist shown:
Ayrshire Seams uncorrelated by Peter Brand BGS paleontologist shown:
Seam correlation by I H Forsyth (WA/93/51R) BGS Geologist, specialist coal areas, shown:
Bulletins of the Geological Society of Great Britain
Bulletins of the Geological Society of Great Britain correlation across areas
BGS Geological Memoirs etc. shown:
BGS Geological Memoirs correlation (within areas)shown:
BGS Geological Memoirs correlation (across areas)shown:
BGS Geological Memoirs etc. possible correlations shown:
BGS Geological Sheet Memoirs shown:
BGS Geological Sheet Memoirs correlation (within areas) shown:
BGS GeologicalSheet Memoirs correlation (across areas)shown:
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Appendix 1 Abandonment Plans 
 
Abandonment plans checked from scans supplied by the Coal Authority 
160/1/1 
174/1/2 
174/2/2 
200/1/2 
214/1/1 
336/1/2 
348/1/1 
383/3/6 
528/1/1 
591/1/1 
741/1/1 
794/3/3 
798/1/1 
850/1/1 
886/1/1 
1041/1/1 
1177D/1/1 
1196/1/4 
1205/1/1 
1206/1/1 
1248/1/1 
1346/1/1 
1348/1/2 
1348/2/2 
1350/4/4 
1357/1/1 
1425/1/1 
1462/1/1 
1483A/1/2 
1483A/2/2 
1647/1/2 
1869/4/4 
1906/6/7 
1906/7/7 
1922/1/2 
1967/1/1 
2166/2/10 
2166/3/10 
2166/4/10 
2251/1/2 
2268/1/4 
2268/2/4 
2268/3/4 
2269/1/1 
2344/1/2 
2344/2/2 
2432/1/1 
2437/1/1 
2516/2/2 
2591B/1/1 
2698/1/1 
2810/1/1 
2953/2/3 
3032/1/1 
3063/1/1 
3327/1/1 
3328/1/1 
3382/1/1 
3388/1/1 
3424/1/1 
3446A/4/5 
3446/2/2 
3511/1/3 
3511/2/3 
3536/1/1 
3547/2/2 
3548/1/2 
3548/2/2 
3690/1/1 
3716/1/2 
3729/4/4 
3814/1/1 
3882/1/1 
3937/1/1 
4289/2/2 
4293/1/1 
4305/1/2 
4305/2/2 
4311/1/2 
4314/2/2 
4409/3/4 
4418/2/2 
4453/1/1 
4502/1/2 
4529/1/1 
4541/1/1 
4583/1/1 
4632/1/2 
4655/3/5 
4655/4/5 
4655/5/5 
4695/1/3 
4722/1/2 
4734/1/5 
4748/1/1 
4802/1/2 
4822/1/1 
4831/3/3 
4939/1/1 
4939/1/1 
4941/1/1 
4961/1/1 
5000/1/1 
5011/1/1 
5046/1/1 
5112/2/2 
5112/1/2 
5150/2/6 
5150/3/6 
5150/4/6 
5150/5/6 
5150/6/6 
5153/1/2 
5153/2/2 
5165/1/1 
5180/2/3 
5201/1/2 
5208/1/2 
5222/1/1 
5239/1/2 
5376/4/6 
5391/1/1 
5401/2/5 
5458/1/1 
5467/2/2 
5586/1/1 
5630/1/5 
5650/1/1 
5660/2/5 
5689/1/1 
5699/1/2 
5699/2/2 
5720/1/3 
5720/2/3 
5720/3/3 
5792/1/4 
5792/2/4 
5792/3/4 
5792/4/4 
5867/1/1 
5871/2/2 
5878/3/4 
5888/4/4 
5965/1/1 
5971/2/2 
6032/1/1 
6414/1/1 
6504/1/6 
6504/2/6 
6504/3/6 
6504/4/6 
6504/5/6 
6504/6/6 
6582/1/1 
6583/1/1 
6616/2/2 
6680/1/1 
6810/2/6 
6832/3/4 
6933/1/1 
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6978/2/2 
6982/1/1 
7148/1/1 
7238/2/3 
7309/1/5 
7309/2/5 
7309/3/5 
7309/4/5 
7309/5/5 
7318/5/5 
7334/1/5 
7334/2/5 
7334/3/5 
7334/4/5 
7334/5/5 
7363/3/5 
7365/1/3 
7365/2/3 
7365/3/3 
7460/1/1 
7462/1/2 
7462/2/2 
7508/1/2 
7508/2/2 
7511/1/3 
7511/3/3 
7513/1/6 
7516/1/1 
7525/3/4 
7686/5/6 
7710/5/6 
7720/2/2 
7731/2/2 
7771/2/8 
7771/3/8 
7771/4/8 
7771/5/8 
7771/6/8 
7771/7/8 
7771/8/8 
7782/1/2 
7819/1/1 
7846/1/1 
7952/2/11 
7961/1/1 
8106/1/1 
8137/1/1 
8138/1/1 
8217/1/2 
8217/2/2 
8218/1/1 
8335/2/2 
8379/2/2 
8426/1/3 
8426/2/3 
8426/3/3 
8427/1/2 
8427/2/2 
8448/1/1 
8496/1/2 
8496/2/2 
8662/3/4 
8741/1/1 
8749/1/4 
8766/1/1 
8821/1/1 
8941/1/1 
9020/1/6 
9020/3/6 
9020/4/6 
9020/5/6 
9020/6/6 
9062/7/7 
9070/1/11 
9070/2/11 
9070/4/11 
9070/5/11 
9070/6/11 
9070/8/11 
9070/9/11 
9073/1/1 
9122/1/2 
9122/2/2 
9138/1/2 
9437/1/1 
9518/1/1 
9635/1/1 
9636/1/1 
9637/1/1 
9732/2/2 
9771/1/3 
9824/1/1 
9878/1/1 
9883/1/4 
9883/2/4 
9883/3/4 
9883/4/4 
9907/1/1 
9921/2/2 
9922/1/1 
10032/1/2 
10032/2/2 
10059/23 
10064/1/2 
10064/2/2 
10150/1/2 
10180/1/1 
10252/1/1 
10263/1/1 
10357/1/1 
10481/2/3 
10481/3/3 
10514/1/1 
10645/1/1 
10769/1/1 
10791/2/2 
10794/2/3 
10811/5/5 
10869/6/6 
10921/2/8 
10921/4/8 
10921/7/8 
10921/8/8 
10922/1/6 
10922/2/6 
10922/3/6 
10922/4/6 
10922/5/6 
10922/6/6 
10941/2/2 
10942/1/1 
10974/2/3 
10983/3/4 
11072/1/4 
11133/2/5 
11191/1/4 
11191/4/4 
11220/3/3 
11259/3/3 
11569/2/3 
11655/1/2 
11655/2/2 
11691/1/1 
11854/1/5 
11854/2/5 
11854/3/5 
11854/4/5 
11854/5/5 
11991/1/1 
12022/1/1 
12103/1/1 
12203/3/4 
12208/1/2 
12218/1/1 
12221/1/1 
12223/2/3 
12331/1/1 
12467/1/1 
12472/1_1 
12574/1/1 
12656/1/1 
12657/5/8 
12657/8/8 
12753/1/4 
12753/2/4 
12877/1/1 
13037/1/1 
13307/1/1 
13322/1/1 
13341/2/3 
13345/1/1 
13377/1/1 
13392/1/2 
13439/1/1 
13506/1/1 
13553/1/1 
13668/2/3 
13692/4/5 
13698/1/1 
13750/1/1 
13762/1/1 
13803/1/1 
13904/1/4 
13904/2/4 
13904/3/4 
13904/4/4 
13970/2/2 
13983/1/2 
13993/1/1 
14023/1/1 
14031/5/5 
14036/1/1 
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14118/1/5 
14118/5/5 
14146/1/1 
14450/1/1 
14471/1/1 
14479/1/1 
14677/1/1 
14703/1/4 
14703/2/4 
14703/3/4 
14703/4/4 
14714/5/6 
14792/1/1 
14957/2/3 
14979/1/2 
14980/3/4 
16546/2/2 
16546/1/2 
16573/1/1 
16881/1/1 
16930/1/5 
16930/3/5 
16930/5/5 
17391/1/ 
17590/2/7 
17617/1/1 
17634/1/3 
17634/2/3 
17634/3/3 
17636/4/6 
17653/1/3 
17657/5/8 
17658/1/3 
17658/2/3 
17658/3/3 
17663/4/7 
17671/2/8 
17679/3/6 
17697/1/1 
17700/1/7 
17700/2/7 
17715/1/9 
17736/1/1 
17738/2/3 
17836/1/1 
R390A/1/1 
S12/2/2 
S22/1/1 
S25/1/1 
S49/1/1 
S63/1/1 
S114/1/1 
S115/5/5 
S116/1/7 
S116/2/7 
S116/3/7 
S116/4/7 
S116/5/7 
S116/6/7 
S116/7/7 
S141/1/6 
S145/3/4 
S147/4/4 
S158/1/1 
S162/5/5 
S163/4/4 
S169/3/3 
S173/1/1 
S174/6/7 
S197/1/1 
S201/1/1 
S209/1/1 
S218/1/3 
S231/1/1 
S239/1/3 
S239/2/3 
S239/3/3 
S290/5/12 
S292/2/5 
S292/4/5 
S292/5/5 
S307/4/4 
S320/2/4 
S320/1/4 
S331/2/12 
S331/12/12 
S359/1/2 
S365/1/1 
S366/1/1 
S367/1/3 
S367/2/3 
S367/3/3 
S370/1/4 
S371/1/6 
S371/2/6 
S371/3/6 
S371/4/6 
S371/5/6 
S371/6/6 
S383/1/1 
S394/1/1 
S395/1/1 
S397/1/1 
S400/5/9 
S401/3/4 
S408/1/2 
S408/2/2 
S409/1/ 1 
S414/1/2 
S418/1/3 
S418/2/3 
S418/3/3 
S419/1/1 
S422/1/2 
S423/1/1 
S427/13/14 
S427/14/14 
S436/1/5 
S436/5/5 
S437/1/5 
S437/2/5 
S437/3/5 
S437/4/5 
S437/5/5 
S439/2/2 
S445/3/7 
S445/4/7 
S446/6/8 
S459/1/1 
S463/2/5 
S470/1/2 
S472/1/2 
S486/1/1 
S489/2/7 
S491/1/2 
S491/2/2 
S492/3/8 
S492/4/8 
S495/1/3 
S495/2/3 
S495/3/3 
S497/8/8 
S501/1/2 
S522/4/4 
S528/1/1 
S533/1/2 
S536/5/22 
S536/21/22 
S541/1/1 
S546/3/21 
S546/20/21 
S548/3/3 
S568/2/2 
S573/1/2 
S576/1/1 
S584/3/12 
S584/7/12 
S601/1/1 
S605/1/1 
S608/1/1 
S619/2/4 
S619/3/4 
S619/4/4 
S619/4/4 
S619/1/4 
S627/1/2 
S637/2/3 
S637/3/3 
S639/1/1 
S643/1/2 
S648/1/1 
S660/1/20 
S660/14/20 
S660/15/20 
S660/19/20 
S673/1/1 
S674/1/1 
S675/1/2 
S675/2/2 
S681/3/3 
S686/1/1 
S689/1/1 
S694/1/1 
S705/1/6 
S705/3/6 
S705/5/6 
S718/3/3 
S719/2/2 
S723/1/4 
S723/3/4 
S723/4/4 
S726/1/2 
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S726/2/2 
S734/1/1 
S743/1/2 
S750/1/2 
S750/2/2 
S751/2/2 
S753/1/1 
S760/2/2 
S760/1/2 
S760/2/2 
S779/1/4 
S779/2/4 
S779/3/4 
S779/4/4 
S781/1/3 
S795/1/1 
S804/1/1 
S807/1/1 
S822/2/2 
S841/1/3 
S841/2/3 
S841/3/3  
S848/1/2 
S848/2/2 
S851/1/23 
S851/2/23 
S851/3/23 
S862/2/2 
S869/5/8 
S869/6/8 
S878/2/3 
S879/1/1 
S882/1/3 
S882/2/3 
S883/1/2 
S893/2/2 
S894/1/2 
S901/1/1 
S907/1/2 
S907/2/2 
S908/1/2 
S908/2/2 
S910/1/1 
S911/1/2 
S911/2/2 
S913/1/2 
S934/1/1 
S935/1/1 
S936/1/1 
S984/1/3 
S984/2/3 
S995/1/1 
S1016/1/1 
S1026/1/1 
S1027/1/1 
S1055/1/1 
S1066/1/1 
S1069/1/1 
S1076/1/1 
S1085/1/1 
S1183/1/1 
S1346/1/1 
S1347/1/1 
S1351/1/1 
S1357/1/1 
S1418/1/1 
S1422/1/1 
S1548/1/1 
S1554/1/1 
S1641/1/1 
S1806/1/1 
S1959/1/9 
S1959/9/9 
S1979/1/1 
S2065/1/1 
S2070/1/3 
S2070/3/3 
S2091/1/1 
S2182/1/1 
S2198/1/1 
S2311/1/1 
S2349/1/1 
S2351/1/1 
S2355/3/4 
S2377B/1/1 
S2407/1/1 
S2417/1/1 
S2433/1/1 
S2435/1/1 
S2457/1/1 
S2458/1/1 
S2463/1/1 
S2475/1/1 
S2476/2/3 
S2476/3/3 
S2485/1/1 
S2495/2/2 
S2570/1/1 
S2589/1/1 
S2643/1/1 
S2675/1/2 
S2678/1/1 
S2693/1/1 
S2862/1/1 
S2946/1/1 
S2955/1/1 
S3081/1/5 
S3084/1/1 
S3102/2/3 
S3117/1/1 
S3144/1/1 
S3153/1/1 
S3168/1/1 
S3171/1/1 
S3175/1/1 
S3191/1/1 
S3212/1/1 
S3215/1/1 
S3232/1/1 
S3242/1/1 
S3268/1/3 
S3268/1/1 
S3269/1/1 
S3270/1/1 
S3278/1/1 
S3280/1/2 
S3286/1/3 
S3286/2/3 
S3292/1/1 
S3293/1/1 
S3296/1/1 
S3320/1/3 
S3320/2/3 
S3320/3/3 
S3326/1/1 
S3338/1/1 
S3388/1/1 
S3389/1/1 
S3413/1/1 
S3416/1/1 
S3458/1/1 
S3583/1/3 
S3583/3/3 
S3619/1/1 
S3654/1/1 
S3827/1/1 
S3871/1/1 
S3927/1/1 
S3943/1/1 
S3963/1/1 
S3965/1/2 
S3994/1/3 
S4049/1/1 
S4075/1/2 
S4096/1/1 
S4100/1/1 
S4106/1/1 
S4128/1/2 
S4129/1/1 
S4131/1/1 
S4135/1/1 
S4136/1/1 
S4143/2/2 
S4145/1/1 
S4156/1/1 
S4166/1/1 
S4168/1/4 
S4168/2/4 
S4168/3/4 
S4168/4/4 
S4178/1/1 
S4179/1/1 
S4182/1/1 
S4184/1/1 
S4185/1/1 
S4191/1/1 
S4199/1/1 
S4208/1/1 
S4210/2/2 
S4220/1/1 
S4225/2/3 
S4234/1/2 
S4276/1/3 
S4285/1/1 
S4289/1/1 
S4292/1/1 
S4341/1/1 
S4343/1/1 
S4429/1/1 
S4430/1/1 
S4433/1/1 
S4438/1/1 
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S4440/1/1 
S4461/1/1 
S4469/1/1 
S4478/1/1 
S4479/3/4 
S4487/1/1 
S4502/1/1 
S4541/1/1 
S4545/1/1 
S4566/1/1 
S4567/1/1 
S4569/1/1 
S4571/1/2 
S4571/2/2 
S4674/1/1 
S4686/1/1 
S4693/1/1 
S4695/1/1 
S4697/1/1 
S4702/1/1 
S4703/1/1 
S4705/1/1 
S4712/1/1 
S4730/1/1 
S4748/1/1 
S4962/1/1 
S5031/1/1 
S5792/4/4 
S637/1/3 
COMMENTS 
It should be noted that about a third of the abandonment coal plans have been examined and 
remainder yet to be checked could contain other coal seam names not on the spreadsheet. 
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Appendix 2 Excel Spreadsheet showing coal seam names 
and correlations 
 
This spreadsheet is a combination of a lot of hard work and research. It was created to enable people to locate where 
any coal seam name exists within the geological strata in the Scottish Coalfield. 
 
 
 
 
